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Roma in Rolland's Attitude Towards War.
«Ce n'est pas l'homme que j'ai meprise, ce sont les opin-
ions, ce sont les erreurs par lesquelles l'homrae abuse'' se
deshonore lutraerae
. (1).
Bossu'et - Oraison d'Henriette d'Angleterre
Romain Rolland - The Man.
Man can be conceived as a being somewhere between the brute
and the divinity, sharing the nature of both in varying degrees.
From man's point of view, animals vary amongst themselves in
their habits and mode of living, some repulsive and loathsome,
others agreeable and attractive. Again, the same animal may by
his actions be repulsive or attractive according to time, place,
and circumstance.
Man, likewise, varies in his nature and donduct. In various
individuals, and in various moments, he may have a greater or
less degree of the animal or the divine nature. Assuming the
composite nature of the animal to be one extremity of a straight
line, and the absolute nature of the divinity the other, any in-
dividual human being can be conceived as a point on that line,
thus lying between the two extremities and partaking of the two
natures relatively to his position. In this fanciful picture,
no two human beings ^ould appear at the identical point, nor
would any individual position be stationary during one's life-
time
.
I like to conceive of Romain Rollpnd as one who was born
(1) I have not scorned man, but the errors by which mandeceiving himself, dishonors himself. '

at a point on the line I have described relatively near to the
divinity and whose position has approached nearer and nearer to
the coveted point with the years. In this figure, no point is
fixed, except, of course, that of the divinity, and like a
column of mercury, one reads the position, now finding it lower
now higher on the scale. The fluctuations in Rolland^ case
are, in this conception of him, very slight with a general ten-
dency to rise.
Physically, his appearance suggests something far removed
from a brute. As a child he was undersized and delicate, was
declared unfit for military service when he became of age, and
has remained thin, pale, and ascetic in appearance. This is
not the picture, surely, of a bellicose individual. Yet a
fighter he is, but in a different world,— he has fought for
ideals he believes in and against those he believes false, wit:
persistence and courage.
If true appreciation of music is indicative of a strong
leaning towards the divine on the scale I have indicated, then
the statement I have made receives its first substantiation.
From the moment of his first contact with music, he has found
in it a world he could understand. As a child, practising the
piano was a delight rather than a hardship. Such as he find
music in everything. The dream of his youth was to devote his
life to music. It has always been his refuge in trying moments
and all times a source of pleasure and consolation.
•
3.
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His nature is further shown by the reaction to life as a
youth. Rolland has told us that the years between sixteen and
eighteen are replete with problems, suggesting his own con-
fusion of thought at that age. We infer, also, that his own
reaction to life as he met it was, at that time, one of
»degout M and horror. This early distaste and natural revulsion
for what is low, ignoble, or immoral characterizes him further.
It has always remained a dominant tr&it.
The cynicism and nihilism of his day might have drawn him
permanently into its net. Instead we find him, as a youth,
searching new horizons for a rock to which to cling. His need
for the eternal was strong, undeniable. That spiritual gift
which could understand the elusive thoughts of harmony found
the eternal through the eyes of Spinoza. What is more remark-
able is that the discovery of Spinoza was not the philosopher,
but his own real self, hitherto ignored. This fact he discov-
ered later. His conception of the eternal is his own, but it
is more real than it is to most people who visualize it through
the eyes of some formal church organization. His soul has
searched vast horizons in realms unvisualized in the imagina-
tion of most individuals. The early stimulants to this prac-
tise were Spinoza and Empedocles of Agrigentum.
Thus we have a spiritual nature conscientiously arid con-
tinuously searching for truth. Accepting nothing as true mere-
ly because it is a common belief, he nevertheless has found a
religious creed which combines all that he finds best in
•
various beliefs. His faith is a movement, an aspiration towards
the eternal, which broadly resembles the pantheism of Spinoaa.
Since the World War, he has been interested in the religions of
the Orient. Jesus and Bouddha he holds in the highest reverence
feeling that they are of the very few who have basked in the full
light of the Eternal to which he, Rolland, aspires. In this
action, Rolland 1 s faith is Love, in the practise of which he
follows pretty closely his master, Tolstoy.
This is a sketchy explanation of my reason for putting
Roraain Rolland high on the scale mentioned above. His whole
career devoted to love of mankind, to his dream of eventual
peace and happiness among peoples bears me out. He is a moral
and spiritual giant. Now an individual endowed with great moral
energy and a soaring spiritual outlook cannot help but see the
innumerable flaws to be found both in individuals and society.
If he has energy and a will to action, he will do one of two
things, or both: either to attempt to strengthen their moral
sinews, or to lash out at them and accuse them of their sins.
If he has intellectual honesty, he will declare things as he
sees them, basing his statements on honest conviction. His earli-
est role was an effort to draw out the moral and spiritual
forces he felt to be dormant in his countrymen. Later, he in-
creasingly becomes critical, not only of his countrymen but of
individuals arid society in the rest of the world.
Influenced by his own impressions of contemporary society,
in which cynicism plunged his countrymen into a gagan material-
I!
5-
ism and immorality, wherein life had no purpose other than the
flabby desire to acquire money and satisfy the senses in
pleasure, his first mission was to stimulate and elevate their
depressed spirits by offering to them examples of heroes. The
gigantic forces let loose by the French Revolution seemed to
offer to his poetic soul a field from which some of these heroes
could be culled. Dutch history furnished one hero and Saint
Louis was another. He wrote several plays whose purpose was
not only to present for emulation certain heroic figures strong
in their faith or ready to die for their ideals, but also to
react against the current type of bourgeois play which he be-
lieved ignoble and immoral. The immature Rolland of these early
days did not realize that the forces he depicted and exalted
were the same demons that are evident when nation rises against
nation. His motive was of the highest: namely, to inspire faith
and purpose to a nation whose morale had reached a low ebb. Wit
the same object of inspiring courage and nobility in facing life
he wrote a biography of Beethoven. The same aim is apparent in
his later biographies of Michel-Angelo and Tolstoy, and in his
novel "Jean Christophe"
.
The worles just mentioned are, with the exception of "Jean
Christo^he" motivated almost entirely by an attempt at sublima-
tion. The latter combines both the action of sublimation and
(especially beginning with the volume "La Revolte") that of
accusation, condemnation and irony. In fact, the hero seems to
lave been brought to maturity for the very purpose of revealing
i
T
6.
the sordidness and pettiness of a society steeped in material-
ism and mediocrity. What a pessimistic panorama of society is
revealed! What element of humanity has he failed to paint in
all its nakedness! How far removed from the divinity life
seems to be! Everywhere the lower nature of men appears to
dominate with but an occasional ray of virtue to suggest the
existence, beyond the mist, of the eternal light. Come up here
with me, Rolland seems to say, where the air is pure and true
life is. Life is not hypocrisy and greed and discord. Aspire
>
to the eternal life; move up the ladder where you will find
truth and love and harmony.
Rolland, who is an historian by profession, has studied
the movements snrt directions of those forces which have made of
history a story of repeated conflicts. He has seen that the
discords of the past have resulted from ridiculous and suicidal
motives and have served no purpose which has any value in the
light of the eternal. They have received their nourishment in
false ideals, vanity and selfishness. Man, who prides himself
on being a reasoning creature, would need only to exercise that
reason. The most obvious truth is tha"£ man wishes to be happy.
Happiness is Harmony. Harmony Is Love. Love is of divine essenc
To love is to know Truth.
This is the simple lesson that Rolland wants to drive home
He finds an almost complete absence of Love and ?ruth in the
world as permanent beacons. Too often they are replaced by
false gods; Art, Beauty, the Fatherland, Science, Force, Kultur
B.
.

Sometimes men give to their idols the titles of Justice and
Reason, in whose names crimes are committed and the Divinity of
whom they are attributes is thereby perjured and slandered.
Men of ideals are to be found, intellectuals and others, who
have glimpsed the truth. In times of peace, they do well. But
their divine nature is too prone to submit to their lower nature
In times of stress, they yield to their baser instincts, and
turn to false idols.
What is the matter with Europe? A moral flabbiness unwill-
ing to see the truth and uphold it] As long as this condition
exists, there is an ever-present discord, now muffled, now
bursting out in loud crescendoes. What is the symptom? Un-
happiness and depression of soul. What is the penalty? The
eventual suicide of Europe.
The sage has spoken and his prayer has been unheeded. The
World War csrae almost as a challenge. Europe seemed to say
that no humanitarian, be his name Tolstoy or Rolland, can re-
form her. Fifteen years has elapsed since the termination of
the war. It would be difficult to observe in Europe any re-
nentence for the sins which Rolland has been condemning for a
generation. Should his advice continue to be scorned, only the
future can say whether his prophecy will be fulfilled. Unre-
mittingly, he has held aloft the torch of Love, of Humanity,
of Peace. Conscious that he has failed for the present he
feels confident that he will have successors to hold it high
for as long as is necessary after he is gone. Serenely, he be-
to noi
lieves that with time the light of Reason and Truth will pre-
vail. He has mocked and excoriated. He has at times been
bitter. But always with a heart that embraces all mankind. He
has scorned not man but the errors of man.
-<
f
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Child-
hood
Romain Holland Before 191I+.
In the year 1866 when Austria yielded to the iron fist of
Prussian ambition Romain Rolland was born at Clamecy, in the
department of Nivernais, France, on January 29th. Four years
later, a bewildered France had pasBed through the humiliation
of Metz and Sedan and starving Paris was opening its gates to
the invader. The child Romain, blond-haired, delicate, of
girlish frailness passed his early years in the shadow of that
defeat.
When he reached school age, his mother gave him his first
lessons on the piano. From the very first, his sensitive
nature felt an affinity for this wordless speech of humanity.
This world of feeling which knows no frontiers, seemed to har-
monize with his vague boyidh aspirations. Unsuspectingly, the
child had already crossed the barrier of sectionalism. Mozart
and Wagner attracted him. He became especially enthusiastic
over Beethoven, whose influence aroused in him a desire to dedi
cate his life to music.
While exploring in the loft of his father's barn, he came
across a volume in French of 8hakespeare. The English poet
fascinated him. He spent hours at a time communing with those
characters which attracted him most. At first, he was charmed
by Shakespeare's women characters. Later he developed an ad-
miration for Hamlet, who many times has consoled him in trying
periods.

Youth
I*
(pinoza
With a view to better preparing his son for the MEcole
Normale" in Paris, the father sacrificed his prestige as notary
in Clamecy to take up a clerical position in a Paris bank. The
family settled in Paris and Romain matriculated as an externe
in rhetoric at the Lycee Louis-le-Orand on November 28, 1S&2.
These were drab days in the emotional life of Frenchmen in
general and of French youth in particular. The complex born of
the recent defeat was saturated with pessimism and nihilism.
Romain, more sensitive than most, felt crushed by the scepti-
cism of the times. His soul struggled against this scepticism.
He felt the need of some beacon to guide him in the way he
should go. He calls the years from sixteen to eighteen M deux
tragiques annees". (l) Shakespeare especially Hamlet, gave him
solace. At sixteen, the abstractions of the philosophy course
were beyond his grasp. The next year, he repeated the course
with greater success, receiving the highest grade. DesCartes
and Cartesian philosophy was the chief study. DesCartes led
him to Spinoza in whose «Ethica« he found spiritual refuge. He
describes his experience as an "e"clair w . It revealed to him
infinite horizons and gave him that habit of mind which enables
him to visualize things beyond the narrow limits of the ephemer-
al. His strong religious nature found a spiritual world which
the mystic in him could embrace. All that tends to unite men
is good, said Spinoza. Joy is good, and the more we have, the
more perfect we are. Often Rolland will say that life is good
in s-oite of suffering. For him who is morally strong, even
11
(1) Two tragic years. Material from «L» Eclair de Spinoza"
1
Eraped-
ocles
suffering is good.
Just as Spinoza came to rescue his groping soul in youth
,
so another philosopher, studied in "Philo B" - a course on the
Pre-Sooratic philosophers - c&?ne out of the past to give him
renewed courage in the trying days of the World War. He was
Empedocles of Agrigentum, the sage and apostle of Sicily, lover
of mankind and enemy of bloodshed.
(2) "Et tout etre est une harmonie; et toute harmonie pro-
cWe de 1' amour," ^rote Erapedocle. "Harmonie est le nom meme
de 1» amour. Aucun etre n'existe qui ne so it un melange harmon-
Ique; quand ce mela^e est trouble, l'equilibre de la eante du
corps et de l 1 esprit chancelle. Et certes, cette harmonie est
instable et imparfaite chez tout etre mortel. Mais le peu que
nous avons de paix et de joie nous vient d'elle. Et elle-meme
est un reflet de la divine Harmonie." And Empodocle dreams of
fraternity, holding in borror all that destroys life: univers-
al butchery found in war and all bloody sacrifice.
The consoling thought that will come to Rolland when
later his soul is tortured by the horrors of the World War is
that after all, as Empedocles said, Love always follows Hate.
(2) Empedocle d'Agrigente, p. 82-3. And every being is
a harmony; and every harmony issues from love. Harmony
is the very name of love. No being exists who is not an
harmonious mixture. When this mixture is troubled, the
eouilibriura of body and soul is disturbed. Indeed,
this harmony is unstable and imperfect in all mortals.
But the little we have of peace and joy comes from it.
It is, itself, the reflection of the divine Harmony."
12.
G• 3Lochia
.
3lcf0C
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He wrote in 191S; (3) "Bientot, sans doute nos yeux verront le
beau ciel de Panhumanite', qui fut et qui sera de lointains en
lointains dans l'infini du Temps. II est des a present, il est
en qui le reve."
His preparatory school days came to an end. Admitted to
the "Ecole Normale" after passing the oral examination on
August ^, 1&S6, his interests seemed to lie in philosophy and
literature. However, in the second year, he chose to major in
Ecole
Norraalehistory and geography.
( 4) «The choice was a fortunate one, and was decisive for
the development of his artistic life. Here he first came to
look upon universal history as an eternal ebb and flow of epochs
therein yesterday and today and tomorrow comprise but a single
living entity. He learned to take broad views."
A side-light on Rolland's tolerance indicative of universal-
ity of feeling is shown by his relations with Suarez,who also
became a literary figure. In "Jean Christophe" there are sever-
al Jewish characters. The reader feels that the author has
real appreciation of these people and a profound knowledge of
their psychology. At the "Ecole Normale", Suarez, a Jew, was
his closest friend, at a time when Rolland, who has always been
a solitary, probably made very few acquaintances. Suarez, like
Rolland, was a musician. They were both fond of Beethoven,
13.
(3) Bonnerot-Romain Rolland, sa vie, son oeuvre , p. £5.
"Soon, without doubt our eyes will see the beautiful
sky of Panhumanity which was and will be at far inter-
vals in infinite Time. It is here now, it is in him
who dreams it."
W Zweig-Romain Rolland, p. 13.
—1
(
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Tolstoy
Wagner, Shakespeare, Goethe and Dante. Being a Jew, Suarez
consequently endured the persecution and mockery of many.
(5) "Romain Rolland suffered from this injustice. He promised
himself from that moment not to follow the howling herd."
Much of Rolland' s attitude towards his art and the world
about him is clearly a direct influence of Tolstoy. The first
translation of Tol6toy appeared in France in lgg6. His in-
fluence manifested itself at once and according to Rolland in
his biography of Tolstoy this was especially true for the youth
of France. They found in him a kindred spirit in harmony with
their own aspirations and sympathies. This attraction was due
to Tolstoy* s ardent passion for life, his youthfulness of heart
his ironical disillusionment, his pitiless discernment, the
haunting presence of death. He appealed because of his dreams
of fraternal love and peace among men and his fierce excoria-
tion of the lies of civilization.
An article, insoired by the ooverty and suffering wit-
nessed on a visit to Moscow, which Tolstoy wrote about this
time condemned science and art as the accomplices of the entire
modern system of social inequality. Much of the iconoclastic
spirit of "What is Art" which appeared in the next decade, in
which he criticizes and belittles many painters, musicians,
and even Shakespeare found expression in this earlier article.
Holland^ new-found leader, Tolstoy, had condemned some older
heroes of his affections, especially Beethoven. Rolland was
much upset. With no expectation of a reply, he set down his
(5) idem 3 p. IS
-<
•
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perplexities in a letter and dispatched it to the sage of
Yasnaya Poliana. After some time, when the matter was quite
forgotten, he received an unexpected answer from the man of
European reputation, thirty-eight pages in length and in French
This thrilled him and satisfied him, giving him, too, definite
guidance in his own literary efforts. This lesson in humility
has caused Rolland to be ever willing to help those who seek
his advice. Zweig sums up Tolstoy's letter as follows:
(6) "That alone is of value, which binds men together; the only
artist who counts is the artist who makes a sacrifice for his
convictions. The Precondition of every true calling must be
not love for art, but love for mankind. " (7) "Every society",
Rolland quotes Tolstoy in his biography, "has a religious con-
ception of life; it is the ideal of the greatest happiness
towards which that society tends." Then Holland goes on to
say: "Tolstoy deems the religious consciousness of our epoch
to be the aspiration toward happiness as realized by the fra-
ternity of mankind. There is no true art but that which
strives for this union. All art which represents daily life
with sympathy and truth brings men nearer together." And again
a striking phrase which Rolland quotes: "Art must suppress
violence and only art can do so. Its mission is to bring about
the Kingdom of God, that is to say, of Love." If we add to
this Tolstoy's belief that art had become impoverished as it
had grown more remote from the poor, we can explain much of
Rolland* s art: his attempt to found a people's theater, his
(6) Zweig-Romain Rolland, p. IS
(7) Rolland-Tolstoy, p. 203
ool
choice of a German as hero in "Jean Christopher'
,
his sympathy
with the lowly, his campaign for social justice, his champion-
ship of the fraternity of mankind and his opposition to war and
those persons and phenomena which cause war.
The moral energy and intellectual honesty of the master,
Tolstoy, characterizes the disciple. They both have looked
down upon a society which they found reeking with hypocrisy,
injustice, stupidity and corruption. Both have the extraordin-
ary and fatal gift of seeing the actions of men in the light of
truth. They have been able to stand aside and watch the pro-
cession go by. What they see often distresses them, but they
uncompromisingly report their findings as they see them without
malice or hatred. These apostles of love cannot conceal the
truth even when it conflicts with their deep affection for man-
kind. In the conflict between love and truth, they wish to
sacrifice neither.
(g) "Libre, libre, libre et sincere," says Rolland, "c'est
toute ma devise. C'est parceque je suis un horame, libre et
sincere que j*ai parle comme je l»ai fait, refusant de ia'asser-
vir a la mental ite du grand troupeau. Point de programme
d* action hors d*etre libre et huraain.
On October 17 , 1SS9> Romain Rolland was named to the "Ecole
francaise d' Archeologie et d^istoire" at Rome. His researches
among the archives of the past were specially directed to the
(&) Jouve: Romain Rolland Vivant , p 67. "Free, free,
free and sincere, that, is my motto. It is because I am
a. free and sincere man that I have spoken as I have,
refill npr to be enslaved by the mentality of the ftreat
herd. No program of action, except I be free and
humain.
»
C
Student
at
Rome
search for material for his doctor's thesis on "L'Histoire de
l 1 opera avant Lulli et Scarlatti" and brought hira in more in-
timate contact with the thought of past epochs. It is indeed
his profound knowledge of history which lends to his ideas the
cogency and. conviction which inspires one with so much faith
in him. One feels that he can believe Rolland because one is
convinced that his statements and conclusions are based on
solid erudition.
While a student in Rome, he met Malwida von Meysenbug, who
was then seventy-two years old. She became much impressed not
only with Rolland' s ability as a. musician, but with his ideal-
ism and intellectual culture. The serene and youthful spirit
Malwida of this remarkable woman of independent mind attracted the
von
Meysenbug twenty-three year old student. She had been active in the
liberal movement of the preceding generation. A virtual exile
4* her native Germany, she went to London i# 1852. There she
met other refugees from different countries, liberals like her-
self: Kossuth, Pulsky, Massini, Louis Blanc and others. In
Italy, where she came to live in 1882, she became friendly with
Wagner, Liszt, Lenbach, Nietzche, Garibaldi, and Ibsen. A close
friendship arose between them. Rolland at times was an almost
daily visitor. In 1891, she was at Bayreuth, visiting her
friend Cosima Wagner. Rolland received an invitation to visit
her on his way home to Paris. They heard "Parsifal" together.
From this time to her death in 1903, he corresponded with her.
(9) "His new friend taught him what in truth he had long ere
(9) Zwelg-Romain Rolland, p.?6
n
•c
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this learned unawares from within that there is a lofty level
of thought and sensation where nations and languages become as
one in the universal tongue of art."
Rolland married in 1892. Little is said of his married
life, which was probably unhappy. In 1892, he returned to
Rome for a year to complete his researches. In 1&93 » we find
him offering a course in a Paris Lycee. Having received his
Teacher f doctorate, the first ever given in music, he is appointed in
of
History October, 1S95 to give a course on the history of art at the
"Ecole Normale". One of his pupils is Charles Peguy, with
whom he later collaborates in the "Cahiers de la Quinzaine."
He has now time to create.

Writings before 19lA.
When one thinks of Roinain Rolland today, he is visualized
as the lone intellectual in Europe, who during the World W9 r
courageously held himself above the battle, not only refusing
to yield to the passions which engulfed Europe, but combating
the war in bold language. By the manner in which he boldly
opposed the war in "Au-dessus de la Melee", one would expect to
find in his prewar writings positive and frequent pleas for
peace and condemnations of war. True, almost every creative
work he produced deals with war or strife in some degree.
During the war, someone named Rolland the "arch-pacif ist" . It
is Rolland under this title that I have failed to find in his
works previous to 191^. War is over in the background of his
Attitude P*avs written between 189^ and 1902, but in no positive and
pronounced sense as a topic of preachment or a subject of con-191^
demnation. A raiding party arouses no horror in the 16th
century setting of "Colas Breugnon" , and seems to have been
introduced for the sake of local color and to fortify his
thesis that we should face life with Rabelaisian fortitude.
Twice there are threats of war in "Jean Christophe". Foreeful
as these relatively short passages are, they are nevertheless
but another angle of attack in which with irony and contempt
he assails contemporary society for its lack of true ideals,
its dilettantism, its moral flabbiness, its satisfied and vain
mediocrity.

There is, hoivever, one distinct work which foreshadows the
dynamic protestant of war of »Au - dessus de la Melee" and of
his wartime creations. It is a play "Le Temps viendra" , born
of Rolland' s hatred of imperialism and inspired by the Boer War
It was published in 1903. This will be discussed later.
The point to be made is that war was no obsession with
Rolland. The emphasis is rather on the attempt to spread truth
in the world, to make men better, more noble, to raise mankind
out of mediocrity, to promote the homely virtues, to inspire
the individual to seek intellectual freedom and true liberty by
thinking for himself and by being himself under all circumstanc-
es. War must have appeared something very remote (as it did to
most people) in that era of civilization and enlightenment and
The Hague Tribunal. Undoubtedly the Tangiers affair of 1905 anc,
the Agadir incident of 1911 caused a flurry which gave Rolland
material for a few paragraphs in "Jean Christophe" , but he
probably felt as Clerambault did, when the first rumors of im-
pending war reached him, that the rattling of sabers occasion-
ally heard in Europe was a bluff.
In spite of the small place which war as a topic of dis-
cussion fills in the sum of his pre-war literature, the treat-
ment of his material was such that it can be said with Zweig
that (10) M in ultimate analysis, his thirty years' work may be
regarded as one continuous attempt to prevent a new wartf.
Rolland, the historian, must have been impressed by the
large part which war has played in the past. Consciously or
20.
(10) Z~eier- Horns in Roll-fend
» p. 61

21
not, hie soaring intellect must have ever been seeking to under-
stand those blind forces which intermittently have been releas-
ed from their Pandora's box to plague a world which, for the
most part, wishes only to cultivate its garden.
Strangely enough, Romain Rolland reveals in his plays a
strong fascination for the hectic days of the French Revolution.
Theatre Indeed, until the World War, his growing internationalism must
de la
Revolu- have been ever in conflict with strong nationalistic tendencies
tion and
Other It is undoubtedly as a student of the Revolution analyzing its
Plays
forces and seeking to understand them that he undertakes to set
in relief its various aspects. Jouve quotes him as saying in
1916: (11) M Je vols naintenant ce que fut la Resolution, son
inrolacable fanatisme; il revit aiijourd'hui. Dans ma jeunesse
je lisais *les Girondins" de Lamartine et j'en e'tais emu
En revivant !• epopee de 1793 du point de vue esthetique, je fus
saisi par toutes les forces formidables que la Revolution avait
mis en jeu. Mon theatre en est ne. Aujourd'hui je juge la
Revolution non plus dans l*art mais dans la vie."
Rolland would be fhe first to admit inconsistencies in his
thought. He has said: (12) "II est faux de fixer ma pensee
a une de leurs etapes. Tout est mouvement dans ce que j'ecris.
II faut noter la direction de la marche , le rythme de la route.
Je n'ai pas fini de vivre, done d'evoluer.
(ll) Jouve: Romain Rolland vivant, p.175. «I see
now what the Revolution was, its implacable fanaticism;
it lives again today. In my youth, I read les Giron-
dins of Lamartine and I was affected by it. Living
over again the epic of 1793 from the esthetic point
of view. I was struck by all the formidalble forces
which the Revolution had set in motion. Thus my the-
atre was born. Today I no longer judge the Revolution
in art, but in life."
(12) Idem,p 170. It is false to fix my thought

Purpose
At the time hie plays were written, war had not been brought
home to Europe since I87O. The attention of Rolland was nat-
urally not centered on war as an actuality. Kts attitude in
1902 with respect to the Boer war leads to the conviction that
if war had broken out previously to 191^, his open hostility
would have been manifested in his writings at an earlier date.
At some period in his career, probably in 191^, he was defin-
itely and completely molded into the unadulterated internation-
alist he now is. His field of interest is all humanity. He
has acquainted himself with the forces of oppression in all
parts of the world. Since the war, he is as likely to write
an article flouting Standard Oil, the German potash interests,
or British imperialism as he is to discuss the Sacco-Vanzett
i
case or Ghandi. Until the World War his attention was limited
to Europe with his own country the chief theme. His horizon,
never narrow, has steadily broadened. These changes have been
reflected in the subject matter and treatment of his material.
It is apparent that Rolland is forever reacting against
society. His mission always has been to point the way to some-
thing more noble. Zweig says: (13) "The dream of his youth
was to arouse a weary and vanquished generation, infirm of will
to stimulate its faith; to bring salvation to the world through
enthusiasm. M
(1?) cont'd.
at one of its stages. Everything is move-
ment in what I write. One must note the direction
of the march, the rythra of the route. I have not
finished living, hence evolving.
(13) Zweig: Romain Rolland, p. 133-
22.
•(J
His
Heroes
Attitude
on
force
The Dreyfus Affair found Rolland on the side of those who
insisted on the innocence of the man they deemed the victim of
military expediency. He wrote a play, "Les Loups" (The Wolves)
in illustration of the psychology by which innocent men are
sacrificed in time of emotional stress to the hysterical demon
of the army organization. In this play we meet one of the
heroes of Rolland 1 s art, Teulier, who, confronted with the
choice between patriotism and justice, chooses the latter,
knowing that the fatherland he loves will demand his blood. He
is typical of Rolland 1 s heroes. They are heroes, not because
they lead the masses or win victories. On the contrary, his
plays uniformly end in frustration and death for the protag-
onist. If they are not always forceful figures they are at
least spiritually free and true to their ideals and their
conscience. (1*4-) "By heroes", says Rolland, "I mean those
who were great thru the power of the heart."
Zweig remarks that Romain Rolland is by inclination a
poet. As such, he has been inspired by the epic grandeur of
the French Revolution which, as Jouve comments, he has sensed
more truly than anyone else. In view of his later attitude,
he can be accused of not rebelling against the horror of those
troubled days. We can accuse him, even, of being sympathetic
with force as a means to an end. In "Le Triomphe de la Raison"
(The Triumph of Reason), he has Hugot say: (15) "Malheur aux
(14) Zweig Romain Rolland, p. 137
(15) Triomphe de la Raison, p.l§o. "Down with
false scruples, down with the sentimentality which
?oisons the strength o£ those who are noble and born
comr.ano. The first duty of men like us is to be
great and to defend greatness against the mob
which threatens it."

Theatre
du
Peuole
faux scruples, raalheur a la sentimentalite qui erapoisonne les
forces de ceux qui sont nobles et faits pour commander. Le
premier devoir des horames tel que nous, c'est de defendre la
grandeur du raonde contre la tourbe qui la menace." His friend
Fabre has tried to dissuade him, yet, uMike Olivier in "Jean
Christophe" or Rolland in 1914, he will stand by Hugot even
though he does not believe in Force and thinks it stupid:
(16) "Nous faisons une sottise, et nous la paierons, Hugot;
raais le plus grand malheur serait encore de rester le seul sage
au milieu des fous."
We can excuse Rolland, if needs be, by the fact that he
was at that time in his early thirties, and probably had a
confused image of his eventual mature attitude. At no time has
he ceased to be a lover of humanity. In everything he has
written he has had the betterment of humanity in mind. His
dream, at this time, was to evolve a theater of and for the
people, and make of it a vital force of faith and idealism. An
esthetic essay, "le Theatre du Peuple" (The People's Theater)
published in 190? reveals his plans. The time was not ripe
end the project failed. Among its aims was to reveal to a
pessimistic generation, stagnating in a complex of defeat and
nihilism, the heroic and true France. The greatness he evokes
he does not intend as an instrument of oppression or injustice.
He did feel that the mission of his country ever has been to
champion the cause of humanity. He would revive the vigor and
elevation of soul which has characterized France ad the torch-
(l 6|^Idem, p. 193. HJWe arepdoing a stupid thing aid
we will pay frvr It Hngnt; hnt. the greater-mlAfor.tiine
would yet be to remain the lone sage in the midst of
fools."

Trag-
edies
de la
Foi
Obsess-
ions.
bearer of advanced ideals.
Three of his plays appear in the volume "Les Tragedies de
la Foi." (Tragedies depicting Fa ith). Holland writes in the
preface: (I7)"0n y verra s'annoncer des courants et poindre des
passions, qui regnent aujourd'hui dans la jeunesse fran9aise:
en "Saint Louis", 1' exaltation religieuse; dans "Aert", 1» exal-
tation nationale; dans "Le Triomphe" l'ivresse de la raisom,
qui est, elle aussi, une foi; en tous trois, l'ardeur du sacri-
fice, mais debout, en corabattant; la double reaction, contre le
scepticisms et contre le renoncement aux grands destins de la
patrie."
Rolland has two obsessions: first, music, which symbolizes
his passion for life, his search for eternal truth, his dream
of the perfect symphony ,wh ich will blend into divine harmony
the Dresent discords of humanity; second, suffering, against
which he reacts vigorously, refusing to find in it an agency
for depression, but rather a spur to heroism, a source of lofty
idealism and the fountain head of his own love for mankind.
These obsessions are most markedly revealed in "Jean Christophe"
but they permeate his whole output. The two are incarnated in
Beethoven, whose biography he wrote in 1902. It is in the
preface of"Beethoven" that Rolland raises his well known cry of
(17) You will find here tendencies revealed and
passions budding which are today existent in French
Youth: in "Saint Louis" religious exaltation; in
"Aert", national exaltation; in "Le Triomphe" the
intoxication of reason, which is also a faith; in
all three, the zeal of sacrifice, but, standing
erect, fighting; the double reaction, against
scepticism and against the renouncement of the
great destiny of the fatherland."
<5
Biogra-
phies
protest against the cynic'sm and materialism that had annoyed
him since his school days. The very first paragraph is a
plea for saner living: "The air is heavy around us. The
world is stifled by a thiQk and vitiated atmosphere — an
undignified materialism which weighs on the mind and heart
hindering the work of governments and individuals alike. We
are being suffocated. Let us throw open the windows that
God's free air may come in, and that we may breathe the breath
of heroes."
His biographies exalt the heroism of those who, in spite
of suffering and affliction, maintain a conquering fortitude,
giving to the world the benefit of their genius. Beethoven,
though deaf, continues to spread joy in the world; Hichel-
Angelo, carrying through life a congenital melancholy bears
his affliction and produces masterpieces of art; Tolstoy,
creates sorrow for himself in his search for truth, all the
while inspring the world with a nobler ideal of humanity.
Not content with an individual hero to illustrate his
thesis that although (IS) "Life rests on a sum of suffering
and infinite cruelty" we must nevertheless love life he
creates a composite one.
(19) "Wis hero wag to be a pure~hearted musician, a German
visiting other lands, finding hia god in life; a free mortal
spirit, inspired with a faith in greatness and with faith
even in mankind though mankind rejected him." This hero is
(IS) Le Buisson Ardent, p. 306
(l9)Zweig: Romain Rolland, p. 163
r
Jean
Chris-
tophe
Jean Christophe, whom Rolland introduces to us at birth, leav-
ing him only when he serenely surrenders to the Angel of Death,
a tale in the telling, requiring ten volumes. For this novel,
Rolland received the Nobel literature prize in 1916 when he
had lapsed into silence after his first series of articles
against the war. Begun in 1905, the last volume appeared in
1912.
Descriptive words find Jean Christophe elusive. He is a
complicated organism ever in flux. He is now disgustingly
human, now possessed of almost divine penetration of human
weakness and folly. Perspicacious critic and incorruptible
judge, he lashes out at a corrupt society steeped in mediocrity
and selfishness. In "Dans la Maison" (in the House) he dis-
covers sincere souls, fragrant with moral freshness and pure-
ness of heart, representatives of the true France. As his ex-
perience broadens and he learns to know the genuine people in
various lands (born in Germany, he has also lived in Switzer-
land and Italy), he softens in his earlier judgments of these
countries. (pO) "To the citizen of the world at the end of his
pilfrrimacre , all nations are alike. In each his soul can make
itself at home. The musician in him dreams of a sublime sym-
phony, wherein the voices of the people, resolving discords,
will rise in the last and highest harmony, the harmony of man-
kind."
(19) Zweig - Romain Rolland, p. 163
(?0) Idem, p. 209
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How much
a paci-
fist?
War in "Jean Christophe"
Until the momentous hour in 191^ when Romain 5Rolland
cast the die, choosing not to take sides in the struggle, we
do not find conclusive evidence that would forecast his heroic
stand. He impresses one as still being a Frenchman, with
strong affection for his own country, but having friendly and
sympathetic feelings towards all Europeans.
There is an interesting passage in «Dan6 la liaison" in
which he expresses what seems like criticism, born of apprehen-
sion lest pacifistic and antimilitaristic doctrines spread by
the most noble and the most vile elements of the nation should
have weakened the will to defend the country. He goes on to
say: (1) "Cette doctrine parlait aux libres intelligences qui
revaient de fonder une Europe fraternelle unidsant ses efforts,
en vue d'un monde plus juste et plus humain. Et elle parlait
aussi au lache egoisme de la racaille, qui ne voulait point
risquer sa peau, pour qui que ce fut
,
pour quoi que ce fut, M
Exceot for the fact that it is probably only evidence of
Rolland 1 s genius as a reporter in which we seek in vain to find
his own feelings, one might be tempted to discover here an in-
dication that Rolland did not favor pacifism to the extent of
endangering national defense.
(1) Dans la liaison, o. 23g. This doctrine
appealed to the highest intellects who dreamed
of founding a brotherhood of Europe wMch
would join hands awaiting a more just and more
human world. And it appealed, too , to the coward-
=fey—ego i am o f the rabble, who"dld not want to
risk its skin for anybody or anything whatsoever.

Rolland was not the only intellectual in Europe whose
writings were flavored with a taste for internationalism and
European brotherhood. Verhaeren in Belgium had been a strong
champion of harmony and brotherly love. Hauptmann in Germany
had written just before the war a play which ended with Ger-
mania leading the Nations into the Temple of Peace. Yet both
turned about once war was declared. It would seem that to
most men Peace is just a beautiful picture which is lost to
view when the mists of war come along to obscure it. The turn
which events have taken stamp Rolland in my mind as the super-
intellectual. When he believes in an idea, he believes in it
thoroughly.
One might say that it is not war itself he combats, but
the stupidity and needlessness of war. He has pondered the
Question, no doubt, in all its aspects and has concluded that
wars have been caused by idiotic or sinful motives, being there-
fore intellectually repugnant to him. One might venture to
state that if, by a mirable, a motive for war could be found
that would satisfy his intellect, he would support one. This
is at least indicated in a recent article in which, warning
Europe against any attempt it might make to crush efforts at
emancipation in the Far East, he says: (a) "Europe, if you enter
upon this monstrous war, I will march against you for my
brothers in India, China, Indo-China and all the oppressed end
exploited countries. M
Before 191^, it is the reporter, analyzing and diagnosing
(2) Broaden, Europe, or die, p. hkj> , The Nation,
April 2?, 1931.

The
Reporter
§
a** the human soul that I see in Rolland rather than the paci-
fist. He is interested in the true state of affairs, and is
not satisfied with surface indications. He delves deeply into
the social mind and tells us what is happening. In "Le Temps
Viendra" he wants to show us the hypocrisy of imperialistic
war; in "Jean Christophe" the shallowness of the ideals of
socialists, the churchmen and others, the reaction to war of
an esthete like Olivier, and the more rugged individual like
Jean Christophe. The physical aspect of war is not stressed,
There is little attempt to make war repulsive "because of its
physical horrors. Rolland is interested in human motives and
psychology. As historian, he has analyzed the forces of the
Revolution; as reoorter, he has diagnosed the individuals and
groups of his own day. He ie a practical psychologist and re-
sents beinc considered a dreamer or an armchair philosopher:
(3) "No one has the right to label me a sentimentalist, shut -
ing his eyes to reality I am an historian by nature as
well as by profession; hence, clear-seeing, inured to seeing
the chronic villainies and strayings of mankind."
In 1905 and 1911, when threats of war arose between Ger-
many and France, Rolland was on the spot as a reporter. I like
to believe that it is his observations then made, that we find
in "Jean Christophe". They resemble so closely the actual
happenings of 191^ that he seems to be a prophet. Indeed, he
was; but he was a prophet because, the reaction of the nation
to the war scare in I9lk might easily, in the nature of things,
19 {^)
Broaden, Europe, or die; p. 44-3 The Nation, Apr. 32
,

The
resemble closely what occurred under similar conditions in
1911. His genius had enabled him to record things so faith-
fully that what was really a piece of reporting has been looked
upon as a prophecy.
There is no doubt but that the name pacifist might correct
ly be apolied to Rolland in any period of his life. Yet it is
the intellectual and not the pacifist Rolland who held back in
191^. Pacifism, generally speaking, is no sufficient armor
against the magnetism of war. To Rolland war was simply in-
tellectually inadmissible. Lacking a motive based on truth,
he could resist the temptation to cede to emotional stress. He
was (k) "in a sense immunized against the illusions of the
crowd and against the infection by prevalent falsehoods."
In 'tfean Christophe" , Romain Rolland brings forcibly home
the power by which the threat of an impending war gathers to-
gether the divergent forces at work in a nation into a common
31
Prospect action. With astounding accuracy he prophesies what will
in
happen a few years later. The stronger nation bullies the"Dans la
Maison"
weaker one; the press, often with the connivance of the state,
works up a frenzy of fear and hatred in the masses. The rank
and file, naturally peaceful, become metamorphosed: (5) «Ils
sont l'echo magnifique et stupide qui repercute les cris har-
gneux de la presse et les defis des chefs, et qui en fait 1 la
Marseillaise • ou • la Wacht am Rhein."
(k) Zweig-Romain Rolland, p. 26l.
(5) Dans la Mainson: p. 235. "They are the magnif-
icent and stupid echo of the Hnarling cries of the
press and the challenges of the leaders, and who
mnV* rt-p them hi a Maraelllaiae" or the "Wacht am
Rhein"
.

Christophe, the German, and Olivier, the Frenchman cannot
understand why this threat of war has arisen. To Christophe,
(6) "les deux pays lui semblaient avoir tant de raisons pro-
fondes d'etre unis, tant de pensees communes, et de si grandes
taches a accomplir ensemble, qu*l se fachait de les voir
s'obstenir a ces rancunes steriles."
Rolland indicates to what immense pressure ideas and as-
pirations are subjected: (7) "On croyait etre libre, maltre
de la pensee! Et voici qu'on se sent entraine' malgre soi.
Une obscure volonte' veut contre votre volonte. Les intelli-
gences les plus fermes, les plus sures de leur foi, la voyaien
se dissoudre au soufflet de la re'slite', vacillaient, trem-
blaient de se decider, et souvent , a leur grands surprise se
decidaient dans un autre sens que celui qu'elles avaient preVu
Certain^s des plus ardents a combattre la guerre sentaient se
reveiller avec une violence inattendue, le vigoreux orgueil et
la oassion de la patrie. Christophe voyait les socialistes, e
jusd^a des syndicalistes revolutionnaires , qui etaient e'car-
teles entre ces passions et ces devoirs ennemis."
(6) Dans la Maison, p. 235* "the two countries
seemed to have so many profound reasons to be
united, so many common thoughts, and such great
tasks to accomplish together, that he was vexed
to see them so obstinate irt these sterile grudges."
(7) Idem, p. 2^1. "People believed they were
free, masters of their thoughts. And now one
feels himself dragged along in spite of one's
self. An obscure will wills against yours. The
firmest minds, those surest of their faith, saw
themselves dissolve in the breath of the reality,
vacillating, trembling with indecision, and often,
to their greatest surprise, decided in a differ-
ent way that the one they had anticipu tud. Cei Lain
ones of those most zealous in opposing war felt a
vigorous pride and love of country awaken with un-
expected force. Christophe saw socialists and even
revolutionary syndicalists torn between the hostile
forces of this love and duty.

The
Prophet
in "La
Fin du
Voyage
«
In "Dans la liaison", Christophe is likely to yield to this
pressure. When a European war threatens in the last volume
" La Fin du Voyage" (Journey's End), he has a more noble out-
look. He has come to know that all men are brothers. The true
pacifist of the novel is his friend, Olivier. He is as Goethe
was in 1313 or as Rolland will be in 191M-: (g) "Olivier etait
le seul qui sembla*t etre reste' a l'abri de la contagion. Pour
lui, il se refusait a prendre parti dans la melee." The crisis
passes. Olivier says to Christophe: (9) "C*est une chose
terrible. J'airae mon pays comme toi. J'aime ma chere France;
ma is, puis-je tuer mon ame pour elle? Comment pourrais-je
ha'lr sans haine , ou jouer, sans mensonge, la comedie de la
haine?"
In the last volume of "Jean Christophe", a European war
threatens: (10) "L'Europe offrait 1 'aspect d'une vaste
veillee d'armes." National feelings were running high. Nations
were ready on the least pretext to jump at each other's throat.
Peonies were dreaming of military glory and conquests, (ll)
"L'admirable e'tait oue de la meilleure foi du raonde , les partis
d' opposition, socialistes, clericaux, aussi bien que monar-
chistes, partageaient ce delire, sans croire le moins du monde
etre infideles a leur cause."
(g) Dans la Maison, p. 2^4-. "Olivier was the only
one who seemed to have remained free of this con-
tagion. He refused to take sides in the struggle.
(9) Idem, "It is terrible. I love ray coun-
try as you do. I love my dear France; but can I
slay my soul for her? How can I hate without hatred,
or play the comedy of hate without lying?"
(10) La Fin du Voyage: p. 2^g. "Europe had the as-
pect of a va s t arracd^odJiip."
(11) Idem: p. 2*4-9 • "The strange thing was that with
the greatest good faith, the opposition parties, the
socialists, the churchmen, as well as the monarchists
shared this delirium without at all believing they
were unfaithful to their cause."
to
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Rolland during the War.
In 1910 Rolland was caught between two autos while cross-
ing the Avenue des Champs Elysees. He was quite seriously in-
jured. If he had died there would have been (12) "among the
innumerable inhabitants of Paris, scarce a handful would have
known anything of the deceased author. Thus ignored was
Rolland, .. .nameless when he had finished most of the works which
were to make him a leader of our generation — the dozen or so
dramas, the biographies of the heroes, and the first eight vol-
umes of •Jean Christopher »« . He was still unknown in 1912, yet
in 191^ his reputation was world-wide. Zweig comments that
fame came at the right time, since it came Before the war. His
renown gave him a weapon, which made logical his position as
the voice of Europe.
The outbreak of the World War found Romain Rolland at Vevey
in Switzerland. The reality stunned him. He who had analyzed
with uncanny precision the attitude which the various elements
would take when faced with the fact of war was to discover the
truth of his prognostications. The man whose whole literary
career had been devoted to harmonizing the conflicting forces of
Europe now found his dreams shattered. He was in a position to
say: I told you so. Instead, he felt the keenest disappointment
Just as his heroes were wont to be frustrated, so now i6 Rolland
This was no new experience, for his life is marked with heroic
but vain effort. He was disillusioned in his plays and in the
(12) Zweig- Romain Rolland, p.lj-g
.
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Dreyfus affair. Then there had been no stir in response to his
efforts. The world was in search of profit instead of faith
end spiritual force. Now the school of nationalism supported
by Maurice Barres, Paul Claudel and Peguy had won over the
broader ideal of Rolland. A titanic struggle now raged within
him. His country was at war. He felt that it was being attack-
ed unjustly. The natural instinct of patriotism was at grips
with his abhorrence of war. Frequently, in his torment of mind,
he desired to return to France. His conscience forbade his
helping in the war. The torture of inaction when events were
moving so quickly was beyond his endurance. Finally, on August
29, 191^, his need to do something resulted in an open letter to
the German writer, Gerhart Hauptraann, in which he conderis (13)
"la pensee allemande complice de la guerre" and exhorts Haupt-
mann and German intellectuals to use their influence to stop the
war. This letter was published in "The Journal de Geneve".
Hauptraann' e reply was to defend his country in the role of an
apologist. A letter to the Belgian poet Verhaeren who had often
dreamed an ideal of international brotherhood received a reply
seething with hatred for Germany.
Realizing that the war had engulfed all elements in its mad
whirl, he resolved to stay in Switz erland and from his position
above the battle to labor heroically to keep aloft the torch of
humanity. A series of newspaper articles which he published at
intervals in the "Journal de Geneve" attacked the war, blamed
those responsible for it, mourned over its innocent victims, and
(13) Jouve-Roraain Rolland Vivant. "German thought,
accomplice of the war."
fi
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Battl e
from various angles revealed the illusions on account of which
innocent men who should love one another become rabid and blind
tools of calloused and selfish interests.
(1*0 "Never before perhaps did newspaper articles exercise
so stupendous an influence, at once inflammatory and purifying,
as was exercised by these two dozen appeals and manifestos
issued in a time of enslavement and confusion by a lonely man
whose spirit was free and whose intellect remained unclouded.
"The article which followed his letter to Hauptmann, bore the
title "Au-deseus de la Melee" (Above the Battle) which gave the
name to the series later published in book form. A summary of
some of these articles follows:
IB Beginning with a word of affection for the young men of all
nations who have risen to the pinnacle of earthly life by their
faith, courage, and self-sacrifice devoted to their conviction
that they are fighting for a sacred cause, he goes on to blame
their elders, their moral guides secular and religious, who have
brought about the condition wherein they are being sacrificed in
a sacrilegious conflict. The criminal authors of this war, by
underhanded means, seek to lay the blame at the door of their
adversaries. Some say it is fete and inevitable. That is
false. Granted that the leaders of thought, the churchmen, the
Labor Party did not want war, yet what,, did they do to prevent
it? All the elements of the nation are joined in this demoniac-
al orgy. Christianity and Socialism have shown their weakness.
Rolland asks whether all this is necessary; whether one cannot
love his country without hating someone else who loves his.
(1*0 Zweig: Romain Rolland, p. 2S9
IJ
There was no reason for this war. He blames the Press, the
governments for working up the hatreds, when the majority ask
only for peace and liberty. Prussian, Austrian, and Russian
imperialisms are the chief causes. Many as have been the
crimes, yet there should not be, when the conflict ends, ven-
geance and retaliation. Neutral countries should form a tri-
bunal to observe and pass impartial judgment on violations of
international law. The clergy and the intellectuals should
uphold the integrity of their thought, and not serve the puerile
and monstrous policy of Race.
Written after the bombardment of Rheims cathedral, he
accuses Germany of barbarism for murdering what is more than a
man: the soul of a race. He deplores that the intellectuals,
poets; and writers of Germany, have joined in defending the
atrocities of their armies. What a sophism to say that war is
beyond morals and reason! What arrogance to argue that Ger-
many is Germany; hence, that she can without crime tear up
written promises, betray sworn oaths, and violate the neutral-
ity of peoples she has pledged herself to defend!
He discusses the Russian and the German spirit. He de-
clares lie loves the Germany of the past. But what spiritualis-
tic food has militaristic Germany of the last forty years given
to the world? Germany believes herself superior, but she has
not, like Russia given in late years a Tolstoy or a Dostoievsky.
These, says Rolland, have molded his soul. In this same period,
Russian musicians have been superior. Since Wagner, German

music has waned. Rolland does not defend Czarism. Nor have the
Russian 'liberals. Yet the elite of German thought has defended
and supported the crimes of Germany by falsehoods in their
manifesto to "Civilized Nations". Rolland supports by a letter
the statement that the borderline populations, Poles and Letts,
of their two oppressors prefer Russia, because she is more
human
.
Rolland expresses the conviction that the wounded and pris-
oners in enemy hands in both Germany and France are cared for
with far less cruelty than in any previous war. There are
agencies in Geneva which keep in touch with these men. They
are permitted to communicate with their friends. Exchanges are
sometimes effected. His concern now is rather for the civilian
prisoners, whose plight has produced a problem unknown to past
wars. Populations have been made captive and families separated.
Other thousands, cut off from their native lands, need assist-
ance. The more cruel cases are in the invaded regions, where,
sometimes, even without the excuse of expediency, old men,
women and children have been removed from their villages and
made to endure the hardships of long marches and callous treat-
ment. Rolland cites many examples which have come to his atten-
tion. Efforts are being made at Geneva to assuage the heart-
breaks of the situation by re-establishing communications be-
tween relatives and friends. In some instances, repatriation
has begun. Although they can not stop the war, they can make
it less bitter.
1•
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Letter
to my
Critics
The
Idols
He answers his critics in France who berate him for his
refusal to include the German people in his denunciations of
Germany, and for his expression of esteem and friendship for
certain individuals in Germany. Rolland says that he is proud
of his friends in all countries, in spite of public opinion in
France. France has in this war the chance to play the nobler
part and win a moral triumph. He wants France to be victorious
not only by force and right, but by her large and generous
heart. The soldiers in the trenches have almost no hatred for
their opponents. Those who stay at home are the most dangerous
War is made against a state, not a people. Only a few are re-
sponsible for war. The German people are dupes of their lying
o-overnment , which has convinced them that they are being
attacked and must defend themselves. Let us not make the sit-
uati on worse. Let us rather open their eyes. It is just and
wise that we should keep the road open for peace aid a resump-
tion of relations when the war is over.
Since the world began, men have been in bondage to phan-
toms of their own creation. The most recent idols are those
of Race and Kultur, which hold sway in Germany. Hen have at
all times committed crimes in the name of their idols. The
love of God and the love of mankind have on occasions been in-
voked to burn, kill, and pillage. Rolland enumerates cases in
history where queer twists in ideas have encouraged excesses.
Recently, Ostwalt in Germany has justified his country's policy
to dominate by war, on the ground that Organization, a German
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achievement, is superior to obsolete individualism. War is the
logical agency by which this new civilization may be spread to
inferior peoples. Mann goes further than this by declaring
that the present war is one of Kultur against Civilization.
Kultur and Militarism are brothers; their enemy is peace. "Law
is the friend of cthe weak; it would reduce the world to a level.
War brings out strength. (15) iaxirailien Harden went further
yet. Where "Ostwalt preached the victory of Kultur, if necess-
ary, by force; Mann proved that Kultur is Force." (l6) Harden
says tha^night creates right. Rolland then comments that Ger-
many some day will learn that her own intellectuals are her
worst enemies. He does not excuse France for its own idols of
Race, Civilization, or Latinity, but deems them less dangerous,
since they are not agreesive.
He is in accord with the efforts in Holland to organize the
forces of pacifism in Europe and to repair the harm done to in-
ternational relations , with the view of making them more effect-
ive after the war. He hopes Holland can be the home and center
of an ideal Europe. These efforts should be directed among the
various agencies, to the end that a public opinion will be
evolved strong enough to see to it that a just peace might re-
sult. These efforts should be pursued without delay, while
neither side has the advantage, so as to forestall any accusa-
tion of injustice or prejudice later. The rights of small na-
tions and minority populations should be taken into acconnt.
Realizing that he is looked upon with suspicion, and that
(15) . p. llH-
(16) p. 115.
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he is risking his own peace, his reputation and his friends for
his belief, he says: (17) "But of what value is a belief for
which no risks are run?" Only in netural countries can one
find the European spirit. Yet reason and love are not dead,
even within the nations at war. Germany and England hate each
other thoroughly. In spite of that, in each of these countries
are organizations whose purpose is to lighten and brighten the
lot of enemy aliens within their borders, by helping in repatria
tion, in finding work, in extending the hospitality of private
homes, and in facilitating correspondence with their friends and
relatives.
The intellectuals, writers and poets, on both sides who
have passed middle age are most prominent in their encourage-
ment of the war. In France, war literature is mostly from the
pens of these older writers. In Germany, the younger men have
also continued to write. Of the older writers in Germany,
Dehmel, the enemy of war, who said he did not know to which of
the ten nationalities he owed his intellect^is now writing
Battle Songs; Gerhart Hauptmann, "the poet of brotherly love"
bids men to "mow down the grass which drips with blood". At
first, the younger writers were possessed with the same madness.
Of late, they have indicated a shame and horror of all this
spilling of blood. This can be seen in the writings of Fritz
von Unruh, Rudolf Leonhard, Ludwig Marck, Franz Werfel and
others. Hermann Hesse, the poet, has kept aloof from the mad-
ness by residence in Berne. He has written beautiful verse in
17. Above the Battle, p. 143
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which he yearns for peace. Several periodicals, especially the
younger ones, have shown a more ssne and liberal attitude tower
their enemies. Wilhelm Herzog, editor of the "Forum" in Mun-
ich writes burning articles, critical of his own people, es-
pecially the leaders of thought, and has a good word for France
Rolland has tried to show that even in Germany certain fine
minds are fighting against the spirit of grasping imperialism
and inhuman pride and that German intellectuals have their
critics.
Rolland gives extracts from the pens of German writers at
the front, wherein breathe an expression of sad disillusionment
born of the horrors they have experienced. The tone of these
writings can be seen by this passage from a play of Fritz von
Unruh, in which a machine-gunner in the trenches says: "In my
village they are laughing - they drink to each victory. They
slaughter us like batcher cattle - and they say 'It is war! 1
When it is over, they are no fools, they will feast us for
three years. But the first cripple won't be grey-headed before
they will laugh at his white hairs, "(IS)
After a year of futile effort, hated both in France and
Germany, Rolland came to the conclusion that men were deaf to
appeals to reason and truth under existing conditions, and en-
tered into a period of silence. Another full year elapsed,
when in December 19l6> he resumed his series of articles. (19)
M In the first essay of the new series 'La Route en lacets qui
monte' (The Spiral Road), Rolland explained the position he
d
(10) Above the Battle, p.173
(19) Zweig- Romain Rolland, p. 330.
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had reached. He had not lost his faith. Obstinacy, pride, and
falsehood have become barriers to man's seeing the light. But
for those who have kept calm, in all nations, it is well to ex-
change greetings of affection and solace." Rolland has mean-
while recalled a broader conception of life held by Empedocles.
Why should he be discouraged because of a condition which in
the light of eternity is but of passing consequence? He now
tries to evoke a new world, a world of the future, a world of
hope. This second series of articles have been published with
the title "Les Precurseurs" . (20) "What he writes is no longer
at grips with the war. His gaze is fixed upon the distance,
He recurs to the idea of Goethe that human progress is affected
by a soiral ascent. At a higher level, it returns to a point
only a little above the old. Evolution and reversion go hand in
hand. Thus he attempts to show that even at this tragical hour
we can discern intimations of a better day."
Rolland 1 s opposition to the war was incomprehensible and in
France was looked upon as traiterous. Marion E. Bowler, writing
in "The Nation", gives us this picture: (21) "That Anatole France
and Octave Mirbeau faced about and rallied to the support of thell
government in its most exaggerated position was considered an
additional proof of Rolland* s defection and some of the most
distinguished men in France took up arms against him deliberate-
ly misleading the public as to his intentions, so afraid were
they of the effects of his words on popular opinion. Bergson,
the well-known philosopher whose violence since the outbreak of
(20) Zweig - Romain Rolland, p. 332
(21) The Nation. Nov. 23, 1^16, pASM-. "In Defense of
Romain Rolland".

the war must eventually detract from hie reputation as a think-
er, end Professor Aulard of the Sorbonne both wrote ill-founded
and venomous attacks; and Henri L'assis, in ' 1 'Opinion* and '
'1' Action Francaise' even undertook to belittle 'Jean Christophe'
as a feeble means of hurting Rolland's reputation. Some papers
went so far as to pretend not to know who Rolland was or whether
he was really French .. .That they were as successful as they
were is due to the fact that Rolland's friends received no
hearing or struggled against a prejudicial censorship which
even suppressed certain papers that took his side. Such men as
Jacques Mesnil of the 'Mercure de France'; Henri Guilbeaux of
'Deraain'; Amedee Dunois of ' 1 • Human ite' ; Jean Longuet, a
Socialist deouty; Maximilien Luce, an artist; Professor Paul
Seippel of Geneva and others sprang to his defense, but only by
means of Swiss publications or in pamphlets could most of them
state their case."
"Au-dessus de la Melee" appeared in book form unrautilated
in December 1915* Rolland, henceforth, gained new sympathizers.
A school-teacher's publication devoted part of two numbers to
Rolland; the Guild of Blacksmiths defended him; the delegates
of the labor unions urged him to continue to write. But the
governments continued to regard him as an outlaw. Spies were
assigned to watch his movements and his correspondence. French
papers accused him of being a friend of the Germans. German
papers abused him in their turn. Those papers in Gernany of in-
dependent tendencies were accused of being secretly inspired by
J1
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him. Later in the war even the "Journal de Geneve" refused to
publish his articles after that paper had ceased to be neutral.
<Le?
The Three Attitudes - Satiric, intellectual and emotional
^ Rolland has written four creations in which his sole ob-
ject is to attack war. His methods of attack can be classified
as satirical, intellectual, and emotional. These methods are
given in three works written during the World War: the play,
s
"Liluli"; the novel, "Clerambault « ; and the novelette "Pierre
et Luce". A fourth creation, mildly satirical, was written in
1908, being more especially, a thrust at imperialism than at war
itself. This is a play, "Le Temps viendra" , a treatment of the
Boer War, first published in Peguy's "Cahiers de la Quinzaine".
The latter has for its object the tearing off of the veil
of hypocrisy worn by an imperial power to conceal its acts of
greed and oppression. The picture which he wants to create is
"Le Temps
viendra^that of a gigantic creature with limitless reserve strength,
bullying and subduing an heroic but puny adversary. The situa-
tion calls on us to deplore this unsportsmanlike action.
War is wrong in its essence, because the logic of war de-
i
mands ferocity. The commanding English general, Clifford, with
a desire to be as humane as possible has become conscious of
this fact. He is uncomfortable in his role of bully. His heart
goes out to the suffering population, victims of the invasion.
The males are in hiding, waging a guerilla warfare. The women,
children and old men are left behind in the towns and on the
farms. Pitifully, they huddle together inside their homes, scorn-
Lng and hating the invader. As a general, duty presses Clifford
6
1*7.
to victory and domination. As a man, he feels the cruelty and
inhumanity of it all. Torn between these two sentiments, he
wishes to be as humane and lenient as possible. In conflict
with this attitude toward the native Boers, are the opinions of
subordinate officers who press for sterner measures. The lattei
embody the cruelty, Hi e rapaciousness, the hypocrisy of imper-
ialism.
The next ranking officer, Graham, wants to wage a oitiless
warfare and by every method of deceit and ferocity make victory
sure, supporting the doctrine that all is fair in war. Miles,
the surgeon, is against sentimentality which only weakens a
people, stating that the law of nature is extermination. Lewis-
Browi is elated that a mine has been saved from explosion at
the hands of the Boers, and hurries to telegraph the sharehold-
ers back home of this good fortune. He rejoices in the fact tha
by their sacrifices they are opening up these lands to civiliza-
tion: commerce, industry and religion. Mrs. Simpson is likewise
enthused that these poor, backward and unenlightened people will
now receive the benefits of culture, morality and true religion.
On the other hand, Clifford sees the Boers for what they are:
an old European race, with "a background of centuries of enlight-
enment and national character, inferior to none. They are in-
telligent, loyal, proud and fervently christian. He sees clear-
ly the lie by which his country justifies its actions.
Harried by his advisers, but refusing to pursue a policy of
deceit, he yields to the advice that defiant or hostile individ-
fa.

uals should be rounded up and placed in concentration camps,
hoping to be able nevertheless to continue his otherwise humane
policy. Contrary to his intentions , everybody including women
and children are incarcerated. Conditions are such, however,
that due to lack of food and the bad hygienic conditions caused
by overcrowding and lack of sanitation, great numbers die and
disease is rampant. There are some who excuse and defend these
conditions. Simpson remarks that these civilian prisoners are
better fed now than they were at home. Besides , consider how
humane England is - food, lodging, clothes, and even doctors!
Consider her generosity in caring for forty thousand people at
ten shillings a week! Clodds adds that England is the first
nation, who in war-time has fed the women and children of the
enemy. They are dying in great numbers, but safter all, it is war.
If they don't like it why don't they sue for peace? Simpson
observes that the death-rate has always been high among them
anyway - they are so dirty.
With such clever ironical touches, Rolland shows his contempt
for the heartlessness and cynicism of the tools of imperialism.
We finally meet the character with whom Rolland is thoroughly
in sympathy. He is the Italian volunteer, citizen of the world,
who in the name of humanity and liberty, has joined his fortunes
to those of the Boers. Prisoner of the English, he proudly pro-
claims his faith: When people suffer for justice (l) "on sent
ou'on est tous freres, et qu'il n'y a '"pas de races, pas de re-
ligions, pas de couleur de peau ou de pensee, qu'il n'y a que
(1) Le Tenps vidndra, p. 112-113 . "One feels that we
are all brothers and that there is no race, or religion,
or color of skin or thought, that there are only men
who help each other and love each other; and that is
p?rgdise on earth."

des horames qui s*aiment; et c'est le paradis sur la terre."
Inspired by the Italian, the soldier Ebenezer finally sees
through the hypocrisy of it all and bursts forth in anger
against the pips of bankers, ministers and generals who kill
off their soldiers to satisfy their ambitions and their lust
for gold. Owen, the sturdy Scotch soldier, throws down his gun
and refuses to march, saying he will not be an assassin and
predicting the day when the lion will lie alongside the lamb
and swords will be made into ploughshares. Clifford, faithful
to duty, but yielding more and more to the voice of conscience,
asks his friend Miles to shoot him should he waver in his duty.
This event is avoided when the child David, having picked up a
revolver on the table, shoots Clifford, who receives a mortal
wound. Dying, he utters the memorable words: (?) «I1 n*y a pas
de vainqueurs, il n'y a aue des vaincus. M
(?) Le Temps viendra, p.119- "There are no conquerors;
there are only the vanquished."
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The World War inspired two creations which together sum up
about all Rolland has said pertaining to war in his other writ-
ings. One is the satirical play "Liluli" and the other is the
novel "Clerambault" . The conception of "Liluli" was posterior
to that of the other, although the latter, which he began in
1917, to abandon in 191S, taking it up again in 1919, was com-
pleted at a later date than the first. "Liluli" was written
between August, 193-7 and March, 1918.
(3)"In 'Liluli' the humor is ironical, bitter, breathing a
fierce irreverence for all that exists. A world full of noble
dramas and kindly visions has been destroyed. There is nothing
else written by him during the war; no impassioned appeal; no
tragic adjuration, which betrays with such intensity Romain
Rolland' s personal suffering throughout these years, as does
this comedy with its wild bursts of laughter, its expression of
the author's self enforced mood of bitter irony."
We have a fantastic conception of humanity climbing the
long hill of time seeking to arrive at the summit of the better
•Liluli" day. The youth are eager to reach the top, convinced that it
the
satiric- must be near. The-old man looks back to the past whence he
al attack
comes feeling that his hapoiness was there. The advancing
people, disgruntled, pity themselves and envy the lot of their
neighbor. Among them we note the dreamer, the realist, and
Janot, the oeasan^ siraole yet hard-headed, accepting with
eouanimity, the balkiness of his donkey.

51-
Liluli (Illusion) dominates the scene. She is a will-o 1 -
the wisp, an enticing, elusive feminine creature. The youth
Altair, enamoured, is pursuing her. He meets Polichinelle
,
(h) "the rationalist in cap and bells", who sees life in its
true aspect. Together they watch the procession file by; a
ragged, jostling, seating mob. Those others, too, are chasing
Liluli. Behind them are their lords who urge them on. Then
comes Life, a he'adless giant, formidable in size and action,
from whom emanates a musty smell. Reason follows, its eyes
bandaged, whom Altair mistakes for Love. Reason stumbles along
hit or miss. Love, an idiotic, giggling, weeping creature is
pointed out. Love sees nothing, thinks of nothing, and wishes
for nothing. She is indifferent to everything that goes on.
Now a blare of trumpets! A heavy man, stuffy in his uniform,
wearing a plumed helmet, sword, and rifle is leading a. mass of
men. He is Armed Peace who advances by walking backward. His
men, weighted down with its iron, can ne-^r reach the summit.
Nevertheless, behind the© are their drivers: Liberty and her
sister, Equality (she of the pruning knife, who cuts off what-
ever projects) whip them on . They are supported by the canni-
bal, Fraternity, who is walking arm in arm. wdth his friend the
chaplain. Altair is dismayed to find everything he loved and
venerated so ignobly travestied. His disillusionment is short-
lived, for Liluli approaches, floating in "the air, and blind-
folds him. Placing herself before him, he now looks into her
eyes. The picture changes for him. Liberty now makes the road
(3) Zweig - Romain Rolland, p. 333
(k) Idem, p. 337
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easy; Fraternity is pleasing, Love and Reason coo like turtle-
doves, and Life reappears with his head, a beautiful creature.
Alta'lr, charmed, falls asleep and Liluli tells the soldiers of
the Armed Peace to place him on the gun-carriage.
Liluli now turns to Polichinelle and tries to cajole him,
first by personal flattery, then by painting an appealing pic-
ture of war, its glory and grandeur. Under this spell, he near-
ly succumbs, but recovers in time to escape the recruiting
sergeants. Liluli then becomes attentive to Janot, the peasant
She tells him to look up and see the people filing up the hill.
Over the mountains are rich lands and fertile soil. Surely, he
wants his share. He stubbornly remains uninterested in matters
extraneous to his lot, but Liluli has another resource to force
him: her cousin, Opinion.
Mattre-Dieu, the arch-merchant appears accompanied by
Truth, garbed in many colors. Maitre-Dieu has himself chosen
for her her chameleon-like dress— a shade for every humor and
taste. Maftre-Dieu, once absolute, eternal and invisible, now
caters to the tastes of all by plying his trade on earth, sell-
ing his customers images and idols, both lay and sacred, accord-
ing to taste. People were not satisfied with what was durable,
so he wishes to make them happy by selling them trash.
A crowd of Gallipoulets , whom we have been discussing, now
come to a ravine, which arrests their progress. Facing them on
the other side of the ravine are the Hurluberloches , who have
also been climbing the hill by a different slope. The two
I
groups shout to each other in friendly and bantering fashion.
They exchange food and drink across the ravine. They drink to
each others health to the cry of "There are no more frontiers'1
Les Gras (The Interests) look upon this liaison with
horror. If this continues the world will be topsy-turvy!
They reprimand the Diplomats, whom they have paid and decorat-
ed to protect them, to maintain order, to perpetuate the abuses
the injustices, the tradition, the dissension among peoples.
The Diplomats reply that they have the situation in hand. In
fact, this state of affairs is their doing. All Diplomats
have manoeuvred their peoples, so that they would meet at the
crossroads, not for the purpose of being united, but to drub
each other. Indeed this is a game between Diplomats - a game
like chess, where the pawns are the people. Each side must
lose a pawn now and then to further its general plan.
Maltre-Dieu is seen walking away with "les galonnes" (the
influential ones). They are whispering and plotting together.
Truth wants to follow, but she is told to remain. She now re-
veals to Polichinelle her plight. She is tired of lying for
and serving these old men, these kings, priests, ministers,
rich bourgeois, diplomats, journalists and thinkers. She asks
Polichinelle to take her away, so she can be free and spread
enlightenment among people. Polichinelle who recognizes
Truth is too great a coward to save her and wed fier for better
or for worse, just as his prototype^ Voltaire and Erasmus, re-
fused to do.
c(
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The workmen are building a bridge over the ravine. The
Diplomats stop then. Things must be done according to regula-
tions. They have no permit. Furthermore, when a bridge is
built certain things are in order:- posters, fines, duties,
quarantine, doctors, censors, and a sentinel on either end. It
must be of strong construction, - strong enough to hold cannon]
While Les Gras are preparing their armaments in the rear,
Polonius mounts the tribune to dazzle the people with fine
phrases. He is covered with decorations, back and front, and
is a delegate to the Peace Congress. He dedicates this bridge
of love, symbol of that future dsy when everyone will disarm
and be brothers. Meanwhile there will be differences, which
must be squarely faced awaiting the better day.
Les Gras now prepare the ground work of their action.
Addressing the workmen, building the bridge, they point to
those across the ravine exclaiming that they are armed to the
teeth. The workmen do not agree. Their friends on the other
side ere doing only what people on this side are doing. »No, M
reply Les Grss, "they are competing with us, they will get
everything. If we allow that they will be king over us." An
alarm goes out: the enemy is attacking; guard the bridge;
bring on the cannon! The Hurluberloches on the other side now
raise their cry of alarm. Both sides call each other names.
Mal*tre-Dieu, wearing a Gallipoulet uniform, comes up,
followed by Truth, wrapped up so only her eyes show. She cannot
speak; therefor, the escorting journalists speak for her. By a
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supreme effort, Truth suddenly throws off some of her garments
It can be seen that she is gagged. Haitre-Dieu commands the
people not to look. They must lower their eyes, so as not to
gaze on Truth naked. Maitre-Dieu, having encouraged the Galli-
poulets, now crosses the bridge, changes uniforms, and joins
Hurluberloches. The great Khan now greets him as son, brother,
uncle and cousin. Truth, who now has received a new escort,
is bandaged more securely than before.
A symphony of Intellectuals, Les Gras, the Diplomats and
Journalists rises. The youth Altair is awakened by Liluli.
Humanity is climbing toward the light, she says. Tomorrow your
people will be there. But that enemy race bars the way. It
wants to plunge you back into darkness. Defend me, defend the
light. Thereupon, Altair bearing Liluli in his arms, starts
to cross the bridge, but comes face to face with his brother
Al tares. He lays Liluli down and embraces Altares. They ex-
plain to each other that they are leading their peoples to com-
bat. Against ^hom? asks Altares. Altair does not know.
Liluli points to Altares. Altair is astonished. At this moment
Altares sees Liluli. My Liluli J he exclaims. The two youths
fight to possess her. Altares dies and Altair is maimed.
The tt»o camps join battle on the bridge. Liluli soars
overhead, then flies away. The chorus of intellectuals sing
their paeans of praise. After the first shock, the peoples
withdraw each to his side of the bridge, shaking their fists
at each other. Even the Intellectuals now hesitate in their
-c
encouragement. Liluli flies back. She calls out like a bird,
then says "ray cousin! my cousin!" Opinion comes ready to
drown out reason. She is the goddess Llop'ih, riding her
fantastic auto through the air. With her are Durer's "Diable"
(Knight of Death) and "La Bete", with dervishes and fantastic
beings. Upon a signal from the goddess, her knights crack
their whips over the crowds and they jump up as one, rushing
across tfee bridge from both ends with bestial shouts.
Janot, the peasant, is meanwhile undisturbed by all that
has been going on and continues to till the soil. But Durer's
Beast appears before him. The peasant, terrified, rides his
donkey to the bridge. He starts to cross and meets the peasant
Sancho from the opposite camp, riding a mule. This bridge per-
mits only one to pass at a time. Each is willing to retreat
and. permit the other to cross, but they are goaded on by the
cries from the rear. In spite of Maitre-Dieu, the Beast,
Opinion, Illusion, and the mad-caps, they fail to work up ani-
mosity, seeing only the gulf below them. But the crowds push
them from behind and. they plunge into the abyss, bearing no
grudge.
Polichinelle comes out from his safe retreat smiling. But
he, too, is smothered from above by a flood of furniture, dishes
stones, and earth. Liluli, on the pile, thumbs her nose.
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Whereas "Liluli" is a convulsive outburst, "Clerambault
,
Histoire d'une Conscience Libre Pendent la Guerre" is a re-
strained psychological study. Its original title »L»un Contre
Tous" was abandoned. Although it is not an autobiography,
much of Rolland's own situation with respect to the war is de-
picted. The aim is to discuss the spiritual accompanif raent
s
of the war and to show how the individual soul, which for
Rolland should be free, loses its identity by being sucked
into the whirling flood of the mass soul. Clerambault is a
poet, an idealist, who yields with the rest to the magnetic
attraction of war psychology. The action depicts the struggle
of Clerambault, after his initial plunge into the deluge, to
reach the shelter of his conscience and, once arrived, to
brave the threats of those who would engulf him amew. Cleram-
bault is nart a genius. He is an average man, - in a way, only
a weakling. Yet, once his conscience takes possession of his
actions, it is supreme, a sure guide through mental torture and
martyrdom.
Clerambault, pacifist, dreamer, is inclined to see only the
good and be blind to the evil of this world. He believed the
millenium had come and that war was no longer possible. Even
when the news of actual war reaches him, he believes it to be
only another rumor, a bluff. His son, Haxime, brings him
definite news that the mobilization has begun. The first
agonies caused by the realization of the fact find relief in
action. He joins the crowds in the streets. He catchep
rc
their spirit of enthusiasm and exaltation. To him, as to them
the wpatrie" seems a beautiful goddess. He forgets his real
self; he actually becomes a stranger to himself. He sees a
crowd following an old man, all singing "la Herseillaise"
. He
falls in behind, head bare, singing and beating time, laughing
and speaking aloud dragging his daughter along. Another time,
a crowd is standing around, witnessing someone beating an in-
dividual. Without realizing it, he cries out: Kill him! A
few minutes later, he is ashamed of himself. Henceforth, he
stays more at home. He becomes more thoughtful. Why does he
who has been so affectionate and tender now so ps-eerrtfi-y hate?
He tries to reconcile his pacifistic nature and the feet of
war. His natural optimism suggests an idea; this is a war
against war, a war for permanent peace.
Meanwhile the youth of France and Germany are absorbed in
a passion for their gods: Fatherland, Justice, Right, Liberty,
Progress of the world. They all believe their cause just. The
oress urges everyone on to victory and glory. The war unites
all parties, all minds: the intellectuals, like Hippolyte
Perrotin, the misanthropists and haters of politicians and
grove rnnerte like Clerarabault ' s brother-in-law Le'o Camus, the
monarchists, the anarchists, the clergy.
Haxirae, on furlough, presents a gloomy, tired aspect in
contrast to his first enthusiastic and patriotic letters sent
from the front. He is repelled by the attitude of those, who
have had no contact with actuel warfare; — their stupidity,
(
egoism, luxury, lies, arouse in him a feeling of disgust. He
is glad to return to the horrors of the trenches.
Clerambault receives no more letters from his son. He is
convinced his son is dead. The child, whom he has raised with
paternal solicitude, his hope and joy, has been destroyed in
an hour.' And for what puroose? He tries to persuade himself
that it has been for something big and necessary. But his
grief prevents this. His reasoning becomes critical of the war.
His tolerance of the enemy grows. His wife criticizes the
daughter, who says she has been caring for enemy prisoners in
her capacity as war-worker. Clerambault upholds his daughter.
Fe begins to see that he has been drawn into the sea of mass
passion and prejudice, when these are contrary to his nature.
He sees that the words 11 Pa trie"
,
family, peoples, intellectuals
State, are only words. Both adversaries employ them. Solidarity
is good. Man owes himself to others,- but not entirely. His
first duty is to be and to remain himself. After a soul-stirr-
ing inward struggle, in which he blames "la Patrie" for all the
evil done, the ligHt of truth appears through the envelope of
lies which obficured it. His despair is gradually replaced by
a stoic resolution to pursue the truth.
He visits Perrotin and other friends among the intellect-
uals and writers. Professors, philosophers, historians,— all
are mobilized in prosecution of the war. As he surveys the
situation, he notes that every element in France is giving its
support to the business of mass murder. The writing fraternity

including the lowly members and the exalted ones, the univers-
ity professors, the scientists, the churchmen, everyone under
the spell of abstractions, ideas, phantoms: Justice, Truth,
Liberty, Right, "Patrie". Cle'rambault feels that there would
be less danger for man to be frankly a brute, then to dress his
brutality in a lying and sickly idealism. Where human beings
would not dare to massacre each other for their interests
alone they are ready to exterminate each other for empty ideas.
Man sees in the ideas for which he fights his superiority as a
being. To Olerambault, man's conduct now seems absurd and
stupid. He also notes that above the convulsions and cries of
the human animal, laboring and suffering under the spell of
these legendary phantoms, there soar the realists, the men of
affairs, rapaciously and slyly encouraging the folly which they
exploit without sharing.
A few days later, he visits Perrotin again. By now,
Clerambault has made known his humanitarian views. He asks
Perrotin if he does not think him correctln his attitude. Perro-
tin believes that his friend's convictions are correct, but that
to proclaim them would result in his endangering himself. Cler-
ambault retorts that intellectuals ,being a privileged class,
have also duties. They should sacrifice themselves for the
truth, even to giving uo their lives. Those men who advance
the cause of humanity are those who make of their lives a. foot-
stool.
Clerambault visits In the hospital a badly mutilated soldier
f1
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Wio hpd fought ^ith his son. He is much disturbed by this ex-
perience, and leaves with a feeling of rebellion against the
heroic but imbecile resignation which permits people to endure
war as they would a hailstorm. The silence of the people in
this senseless massacre, makes him resolve to be articulate
against the war.
He writes articles in vjaich he berates "la Patrie" for
sacrificing her sons. There is no "Patrie" but that of the
Father himself. The true frontiers are not those indicated by
province or nation. All peoples are brothers. This article
causes a stir. A notary friend of his denounces him, pointing
to isolated phrases in his article to accuse him of treason.
Clerambault • s own kin are either furious or critical. H|8
school chum, Bertin, now a powerful and popular journalist,
publishes a virulent article against him, which makes of the
"Clerambault Affair" a Parisian event. No one has read
Clerambault 1 s article, but everyone judges him. The national
poet of yesterday becomes the public enemy. Intimate friends
send open letters to the newspapers. Public bitterness sub-
jects his wife and daughter to a sort of ostracism which makes
them feel the villainy of Clerambault. The women are the most
trenchant instruments of public opinion. Daniel F 8ure, a
lieutenant in the engineers, is courting Clerambault' s daughter,
Rosine. Because of the father's attitude towards the father-
land, Faure breaks off the engagement. He says one does not
discuss "la Patrie"! Clerambault ' s ideas might be fitting in

twenty or fifty years, but now they are inopportune. The pres
ent concern is to fight to the l8st man far victory.
Clerambault goes deeper and deeper into his opposition
to the war. An article now reproaches the leaders who, for a
generation, by their newspapers, their books, their schools,
their churches, have, by exalting the glory of war, made of
free souls a flock of sheep. The small magazine, which pub-
lishes it, is suspended. He continues to publish in minor
oublication8 other articles, railing especially against the
ides of "Is Patrie". Polemics ensue, but this urges him on.
From general statements that could be applied to any country,
he becomes more specific documenting himself. He upbraids the
censorship for intercepting letters. One of Clerambault 1 8
letters, a reply to a letter received from an old man in
Dauphinee, praising his efforts, remained unanswered. He
writes several other letters, receiving no answer. He finailly
decides to make a special trip to see the admirer who had
shown so much sympathy. He discovers that the old man was a
school-teache r , who has since died due to heartbreak after
losing his position because of his relations with Clerambault.
''Then the morale of the people wanes, the Press thinks up
new propaganda to strengthen the will of the people. Mean-
while, Clerambault is looked upon as an outcast, a Boche. His
pleadinp-s in support of humanity and liberty fall on deaf ears.
Everyone seems to be satisfied with ltees and servitude. Even
those who have lost loved ones make themselves beljeve that let
1•
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was all for a sacred cause. At all cost it is better to die
with illusions than to live without thera!
Clerambault meets an admirer, Julian Moreau, crippled in
the war. At the front, copies of Cle'rarabault • s articles have
been surreptitiously distributed. Moreau found in them a balm
to his stifled soul. Now in Paris, he is nauseated at the
pettiness of those who are living out of danger. He begins to
believe that his sacrifice has been in vain. Clerambault cheers
him up by saying that the youth went to war to suffer for the
"Patrie" and discovered a great truth: the brotherhood of rasn.
This ne^- discovery is perhaps worth the suffering. Moreau has
recently joined a youth movement, small in numbers, sympathetic
with the Russian revolution. Clerambault meets these young
men. They are disappointed that he shows so little fervor for
this mass movement. Although he prefers the Revolution to the
old order, he is opposed to blind mob action.
Clerambault has now not published anything for some time;
yet, he is considered a pacifist and even accused of being the
center of a pacifist plot. Thie attitude towards him intensi-
fies as the French armies fall back in the fall of 1917. Many
innocent people are accused of organizing defeat and are brand-
ed as defeatists. A journalist, Thouron, interviews Cleram-
bault. The latter speaks freely and later corresponds with
Thouron. The interview appears in the press much mutilated.
Thouron is arrested and accused of being a member of a defeat-
1st plot. A Parisian Daper proclaims the treason of Clerambault.
c
9Brought Into court, he refuses to answer questions. His brothe
in-law sucprests that his sister divorce Clerambault.
German activity in the spring tff 191g arouses a rabid
public opinion against anyone suspected of pacifism. Cleram-
bault's trial continues. The nationalistic press works up
opinion against him, asking for justice. One day on his way
home, he is mobbed and battered unmercifully. After this, his
friends urge him not to go out on the street, but Clerambault,
having risen to great spiritual heights can think of nothing
but the great cause of humanity he is defending. One day on
the street, a fanatic from the provinces wounds him mortally.
He dies before the witnesses of the tragedy can get him into
a neighboring house.
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The third creation which the war inspired, "Pierre et
Luce" (1919) discusses as in "Clerambault" , the spiritual
accompaniments of the war. The appeal here is to the emotions.
It is a short novel telling of the love of two young people
who struggle against the dull, depressing atmosphere caused by
war, seeking happiness in each other. The purity and tender-
ness of the principals, the pathos of the situation ceused by
the impending mobilization of Pierre plays on the heartstrings
of sympathetic readers.
By nature tender of heart, frail and delicate, Pierre has
a natural horror and loathing for the brutality and bestiality
of war. Yet, in six months, his class - those eighteen years
old - will be mobilized. His older brother, Phillipe, is al-
ready in the war. The mother and father, so as to be like the
1
others, willingly sacrificed their son to the dogma of "Patrie"
In all ages, Abraham has brought Isaac to the sacrificial altar
Pierre can not believe in the "Patrie" as a god. Yet, not to
believe in the midst of all who believe, one is like a person
who lacks an organ (even though it may be superfluous) ™hich
everyone else has. Phillipe had gone to war under the spell
of idealism. No* disillusioned, he does not show it, accept-
ing his lot with stoicism.
Of the younger element, the more vulgar had enlisted. The
thinking youth did not Share the hopes and hatreds of their
elders. Some took cognizance of the conflict with scorn and
•
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irony, others sought some occupation to spend their time. They
were silent on the war, publicly, although they gravitated to
others of their own age. They looked upon the war as stupid.
It is nothing to suffer or die, if one sees any sense in it.
Why all this killing, murder, and enjoyment of the grief and
death of others? Pierre cannot study nor think. For activity
or acquiring knowledge to have sense, life itself must have
sense. One day life does seem to have a purpose. He falls in
love with Luce. This is a port in a storm. The awakening and
realization of love is charmingly portrayed. Love is born
under the wing of death, in a subway train, when they huddle
close in the confusion caused by the explosion of a German
bomb In a subway entrance. It is brought to a realization in
later chance meetings.
Luce is unhappy, but says she does not dare complain,
surrounded as she is by so much suffering and wretchedness.
For the last four years, life has been topsy-turvy. The re-
lations between friends and even between members of the same
family have changed. Wives have lovers, husbands forget
their wives,—many of them good, sensible people ordinarily.
Her own mother has been acting strangely towards her, without
affection. Feverish restlessness everywhere. The wsr! The
factories] Everyone in a hurry. To work, to live, to seek
enjoyment
!
Pierre and L13ce are deeply in love. They live only for
each other. Their happiness makes them oblivious of the world
66.
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around them. Newspapers are forgotten. Aeroplane raids do not
trouble them. A certain melancholy occasionally intrudes on
their happiness, but they throw it off. They sense the ob-
stacles that would obstruct their marriage. But why look ahead?
The present, with its happiness is all that counts. To them-
selves they often think of the bliss of wedded life. They
dream of future housekeeping and life together. They know that
this would be impossible: Pierre by 8 presentiment born of his
native pessimism; Luce by her natural common sense and discern-
ment which knows *hat marriage would be impracticable. She
knows he will soon be called to the colors. Ironically, she
discusses their relations to the situation. What does a war-
mad society need of them, who have ^he criminal and ridiculous
aspiration only to live and love those who love them, friends,
neighbors, children, babies, and to enjoy the sunlight, white
bresd, and all that it is good to eat! What good are they to
the State?
On Holy Thursday, a deep religious feeling takes possess-
ion of Pierre and Luce. The day of mobilization is approaching.
They feel an urge to visit some church. They arrange to visit
on the next morning the Saint Gervais church. In the pouring
rain on Good Friday, 1912, they enter its sacred portals. Sitting
closely together, their souls soaring in another world they
drink deeply of ethereal happiness. Suddenly the pillar near
which they are seated shakes. Huge masses of debris and splint-
ers nearly bury them, stunned and lifeless. For good measure,
(
the toppling pillar now crashes straight upon them to make
them as one. The German long-distance cannon has forestalled
impending heartbreaks.
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Causes and Effects of War.
Rolland has repeated many times that he is a free spirit.
He is the dupe of no catch-word. Those abstractions which are
more or less sacred to various social or national groups are o
oftfcn only sinister titles to him. In the realm of politics,
he sees two groups: first, the State which is in the hands of
selfish groups devoid of morals and humanity; second, the
froverned, who are riupes of the State, vittual nonenities in
time of peace and cannon-fodder in times of war. The State is
in the hands of grasping moneyed interests; the people, includ-
ing the intellectuals, are their helpless victims and dupes.
The people know nothing of government and have no hand in govern
ment, even in our democracies, (l) "for their one source of in-
formation is the press, and that is almost entirely sold out to
the money powers. Even the intellectuals are pre-eminently the
pawns of state trickery". As to the bougeois, he says: (2) "On
leur fournit leur pense'e toute faite ainsi que leur manger, et
meilleur marched Pour un ou deux sous par jours, ils la
trouvent dans leur presse."
When Rolland says he cannot hate, he is thinking of man.
He has an intense hatred of all that is cruel, selfish or false.
He hates imperialism in all its aspects, deeming it not only
the chief obstacle to peace, but the ^orst enemy of personal
liberty: (3) "Partout 1 ' imperialisrae triomphe; irap/rialisme
(1) Broaden, Europe, or die- The Nation, Apr. 22,1931.
(p) Olerambault, p. 115
(3) Le Buisson Ardent , p. 03. "Imperialism is triumphing
everywhere; the theocratic iraprialism of the Roman Church;
the military imperialism of mercantile and mystic monarch-
ies; the bureaucratic imperialism in the power of greed
and free-masonry; the dictatorial imperialism of revolu-

theocratique de l'Eglise romaine
,
imperialisme militaire des
monarchies raercantiles et mystiques; imperialisme bureaucratique
des republiques francs-maconnes et cupides; imperialisme dicta-
torial des com<ites revolutionnaires. Pauvre liberte', tu n'est
pas de ce raonde!" The Boer war aroused one of his earliest
outbursts against imperialist ic outrages: In "Le Temps viendra"
he mocks the hypocritical imisrialism, wh ich proclaims itself
the missionary of enlightened civilization and Christianity
among so-called backward peoples. In 1931 » with his thoughts
on Asia in general and India in particular, he remarks: (4-) "The
democracies of today are empires (some would say vampires).
Their beasts of prey have divided the carcass of the earth.
Their appetite is immense. They gorge themselves with the gold
and blood, of peoples twenty times more numerous than they". He
predicts in this same article imminent attempts of these
oppressed peoples in India, China, Indo-China and in the world
of Islam to emancipate themselves. If Europe makes war on these
people to keep them in servitude, he will oppose it in the name
of justice and civilization. Imperialistic ambitions are the
chief causes of conflict between nations. In »Au-dessus de la
Melee" he is bitter toward those governments he then deems
most responsible for the butchery, especially (5) "the three
great culprits, the three rapacious eagles, the three empires,
(3) cont'd, tionary committees. Poor Liberty, thou
art not of this world."
k) Idem, 1.
5) Above the Battle, p. 50
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the tortuous policy of the house of Austria, the ravenous greed
of Czarisra, the lbrutality of Prussia. The worst enemy of esch
nation is not without, but within its frontiers, and none has
the courage to fight against it. It is the monster of a hun-
dred heads, the monster named Imperialism"
.
Efforts at national aggrandizement would no doubt receive
no support from the people, if they could be made to see the
truth in all its simplicity. Happiness is an absence of suffer-
ing, end happiness is what we seek on this earth. By simple
reasoning, one would conclude that happiness is a result of
harmony. The most obvious instrument by which this harmony can
be gained is love, but as Herault says in "Danton": (6) "The
simoler a thing is, the oftener it eludes us. It is said that
men wish to be hapoy. A great mistake. They wish to be un-
happy; they insist on it. The obscurity of the mysteries is
necessary to belief; the absurdity of suffering to love. But
reason, tolerance, love, happiness - bah! give them that and
yon insult them"
.
The great shame of man is his tendency, upon the least
pretext, to cast aside his "bon sens" and individual beliefs,
subordinating them to mass thought however ridiculous or danger-
ous. Holland probably believes with Nicolai: (7) "C'est un
sentiment exaltant pour tout imbecile de pouvoir former une
majorite' avec une douzaine de millions de son espece." The less
a group has of individuality or character, the more abandoned
(7) Jouve-Romain Roll?nd vivant; p. 121. "It is
an exalting sentiment for every imbecile to be able
to form a majority with a dozen million of his kind."
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is its response to this sentiment. When this tendency is em-
ployed in the sentiment of patriotism, it becomes a violent
and destructive force. All our ills can be blamed on our in-
ability to think true and independently. One might say that
Rolland's mission in life has been to build up character, to
show in a mirror how spineless man is, how false and super-
ficial he is in facing life. This lack of character is indica
ted in his dilettantism or in his readiness to accept a lie
under the guise of a high-sounding name: (£>) Toute race a son
hypocrisie. Le monde se nourrit d»un peu de ve'rite' et de beau-
coup de raensongei Les raenson^es s'accomodent a l'esprit de
chaque race; ils variert de l»un a l 1 autre; ce sont eux qui
rendent si facile de se mepriser mutuellenient"
.
A few years before the war, Rolland had criticized the
tendency in Germany to ally militarism and force with philos-
ophy and idealism. In "Jean Christophe" he had written: (9)
"They were people who had not the strength to love or hate
or believe or disbelieve,— in religion, in art, in politics,
in daily life; and all their energies were spent in reconcil-
ing the irreconcilable. Especially since the German victories
(1270), they had been striving to make a compromise, a revolting
intrigue between their new power and their old principles,
^hen they ^ere defeated, they said that Germany's ideal was
humanity. Now that they had defeated others, they said that
Germany was the Ideal of humanity. Force had become holy now
(g) La Revolte, p. 21. "Every race has its hypocrisy.
People are nourished on a little truth and many lies.
hese lies accommodate themselves lu the Spirit of each
race, they vary from one to the other; they are what
makes it so easy for people to scorn each other."
(9) The Nation. Dec. 23,1913. Vol. 101, p. 3^
r( >
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that it was on their side. Force had become the only idealism
and the only intelligence".
(10) M Je n'aime aucune idole", says Rolland, '•meme celle
de 1 • humani te^" . This may seem contradictory, for Holland's
every thought is centered on humanity. What he means to convey
is that he does not want to tie himself up to an abstraction
at the expense of truth. An idol is worshipped blindly without
regard to truth or reason. When such worship clashes with his
own feiith of love and non-violence, it is especially abhorrent.
By this standard, patriotism is a dangerous disease; socialism
and bolshevism, with which he has some sympathy because of the
underlying idea of social justice, he opposesin its violent
aspects. The latter are furthermore opposed to his personal
conception of liberty; a free spirit, independent of all group
alignments. It is the tendency to gather in groups, to think
alite
,
which he condemns in German life in "Jean Christophe".
It is stupid to set up these idols, these phantoms, when they
are either false or employed by nefarious interests to serve
false ends. Crimes are committed in the name of liberty, yet
where is "liberty to be found? Justice is a. beautiful w> rd yet
how often its real meaning is distorted? Any abstraction which
in its very essence tends to violence is abominable. Such is
the German idol of Kultur; such any conception of race superior-
ity. No country can substantiate such claims on scientific
grounds, nor act upon them on moral grounds. The statement of
Mann that Kultur was above morality, reason or conscience, and
(10) Les Idoles -*I love no idol, even that of
humanity 1
.
,11
that Kultur was Force; the declaration by Ostwalt that Germany'
advanced stage of civilization had to be brought to the rest
of the world by force for its own good, were for Holland symp-
toms of madness. In answer to this, Holland said in "Les
Idoles" : (11) "No god of their minds, religious or secular,
has the right to force himself on other human beings—even he
who seems + he most worthy— or to despise them. Admitting that
your Kultur on German soil produces the sturdiest and most
abundamt human crop, who has entrusted to you the mission of
cultivating other lands? Cultivate your o\m garden. We will
cultivate ours."
The most insidious and destructive idol, because it is
worshipped in almost every land is that yfr ich Frenchmen know
as "la Patrie", or the Fatherland. It is false because it
flourishes on the hatred of other peoples. In its name
millions of human beings have been maimed or killed. Since the
war, Rolland's denunciation of this phantom has been frequent
and forceful. Before the war, he attacked certain phases of
national life which is related to the idea of patriotism, and
even pointed out the power of this sentiment to join together
conflicting forces in a common action. At the same time, how-
ever, he was urging his countrymen to greater energy 3nd action,
by arousing the latent forces of faith, science and work. He
believed there could be realized a nation which would be
strong, though non-agressive and bent on noble missions. This
idealistic conception has yielded because of the war to a
L•
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broader ideal of a unit without frontiers, or prejudice of race
or cast.
Nationalism, with its sponsor Imperialism, is the main
cause of war. It is abetted by the lessor idols of Kultur,
Liberty, Justice and others. The politicians and the interests
are the voices within the oracle. Their innocent collaborators
ere the writers and thinkers. Their mouthpiece is the press.
The worshipping hordes are the people. Instead of seeing the
truth Of all this, the masses continue the pursuit of illusion,
the greatest of which is that Reason governs the actions of man
(l^) The supreme liar-»la Grande Menteuse"- is the or ess.
In times of peace it feeds the people lies. Before the storm
of war breaks, it "orepares the groundwork, and then pours its
intoxicating venom into the veins of the nation. Peaceful citi-
zens, with ^nly love in their hearts, become overnight raving
demons of hatred. (13) M La Patrie, mi-bete, mi-dieu" appears
to them in a flood of light, but they see only its beaming eyes
Its feet of clay remain hidden. The adversairi.es come to grips.
For a time, religious exaltation carries the nation on wings
of glory. To those who survive the earlier experience of horror
end suffering, a sobering reaction sets in. Hatred diminishes
in intensity with the realization of the true nature of war.
Now it is that the Press must exert all its ingenuity to forti-
fy the victim. New stimulants are invented and injected into
the weary patient. As the patient weakens from time to time,
whe wounds are treated with new tissues of lies, illustrated in
(1?) Clerambault, p. J>5.
(13) Idem, p. 35 "the Fatherland, half beast* , half
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"Cle'rambault" by this passage: when the morale of the French
was sinking (14) "on refit dans la presse une nouvelle propa-
gande d'atrocites ^ermaniques . Elle rendit parfai teraent . Le
therraometre de 1' opinion remonta brusquement"
.
The youth of a nation, especially at the outbreak of war
rush into it with enthusiasm. Risk has an attraction for them.
They are indifferent to danger. Soon the glory fades, Chasten-
ay says in "Cle'rarabault
"
, after two years at the front: "Le non-
sens de la guerre, l^diotie des massacres, la laideur, la
duperie de ces affreux sacrifices crevent les yeux des plus
bornes. Le grand Corneille etait un heros de Uarriere. Ceux
de l'avant que j'ai connus etaient, presque toujours, des heros
malgre eux." The suffering and horror of war in its physical
as-oect is appreciated for what it is by those who come in direct
contaot with itr the soldiers who fight. They are the ones who
usually discover that their adversaries are men like themselves.
The flame of hatred which burns so intensely in the rear is
relatively faint among the fighting men. They are the fiirst to
free themselves of their illusions. During the war, Rolland
received many letters from both camps revealing (16) "des traits
de fraternite* compatissante entre les conbattant s" . The soldiers
pre the first to realize the absurdity of it all, but (17) "pris
(lh) Clerarabault
,
p.?20. "They made a new propaganda
in the -oress of German atrocities. It worked perfectly.
The thermometer of opinion rose suddenly.
(15) Idem, p.3?|. "The nonsense of war, the idiocy
of massacreinp-, the ugliness, the dupery of those
terrible sacrifices are evident to the most near-sighted.
T
^e great Corneille was a hero of the rear. Those I knew
in the front lines were almost always heroes in spite of
76.
+-Vemselves"
.
(16) Lettres a ceux qui ra'accusent. (Letter to my
ritics) "comoas^ion and kindness between the combatants"
mulish version, p. 101. Above the Battle.
(17) Clerarabault, p.131. "Caught in its meshes, they
blind fheir eyes".
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dans l»engrenage, ile se bandent les yeux".
War shakes the whole social framework to its foundations.
Even those who are least affected by war live an unnatural and
dislocated existence. An unhealthy mist permeates the atmos-
phere. The bars of moral restraint are lowered. Family re-
lations often become strained. Individual thinking is corn-
Social
effects! pletely suspended; personal liberty is reduced to a vanishing
point. Nerves are on edge.
The sufferings of those at the front are equalled in a
slightly different manner by those of the relatives and friends
at home. In countless families, death either has been a visit-
or or is constantly threatening to enter. Many experience the
excruciating torture of having their dear ones declared missing
and unaccounted for. Are they dead or alive? Clerambault is
subjected to this last experience. Before his own misfortune
overtakes him, he notes the following: (lg) "La nuit, chacun
seul dans sa chambre, ^ame criait a l'angoisse. Dans plusieurs
The
Bereaved
families, amies de Clerambault, on connaissait deja ses morts
et ses blesses. Ceux qui avaient tout perdu enviaient ceux
/ A
dont les aimes, saignants, mutiles, peut-etre, leur seraient
du moins rendus. Plusieurs s • envelloppaient de leurs morts,
comne de la nuit; pour eux, la guerre etait finie, la vie etait
f inie".
In the devastated regions, whole populations are made
(IS) Clerambault, p. 7^> 75* "Each in his room at
night, his soul crying out in anguish. In several
families, friends of Clerambault 1 s
,
they already knew
their dead, their wounded. Those who had lost all en-
"7 led Lliune wliuae luved one u, bleadlng
,
mutllfftedr^peT^
haps, would at least be given back to them. Several erf
wrapped themselves up in their dead, as in a nocturnal
shroud; for them, the war was ended; life was ended."
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prisoner, a prey to death, starvation, physical torture, or
moral degradation. In October, 191^, Holland offered his
services to the "Agence des Prisonniers de Guerre" (Bureau for
the Exchange of Prisoners) at Geneva. His article "Inter Arma
Caritas" published on October 30, 191*+ reveals his anxiety for
civilian prisoners. He reveals that 500 men were taken by the
Germans from Douai. From Amiens, 1S00 were rasrched away with-
out even a chance of getting a change of clothing. Many were
old men. Families were separated. Negotiations were effected
from Geneva whereby the governments agreed to repatriate
children under seventeen andmen over sixty.
Oneof the most deplorable of war's effects is the sacri-
ficing to the Moloch of war those individuals whose mission is
to promote morality and enlightenment: thinkers, priests,
artists, writers, (19) "Never in any period, have wes, seen
humanity throwing into the bloody arena all its intellectual
and moral reserves, its oriests, its thinkers, its scholars,
its artists, + he whole future of the spirit—wasting* its
geniuses as food for cannon."
A phenomenon of the World War which aroused much thought
and pessimism was the enrollment as active agencies in the
prosecution of it, of those organizations whose chief purpose
is to promote peace and brotherhood: the christian churches and
Socialism. Christianity is the butt of Rolland's satiric jibes
(?0) Les chre'tiens d 1 au jourdhui , plus ge'ne'reux que leur IZai tre
,
19) Above the Battle, p.l6g. (The Murder of the Elite
PQ) Clerambaulty p.l&K "The Christians of today
more generous than their master, give all unto Caesar;
it is enough that a cause should ask them to sacrifice
themselves, for them to think it holy."
L•
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rendent tout a Cesar; c'est assez qu'une c^use leur deraande de
pat/r
s'inmoler nur Qu'elle leur parsisse sainte". Each nation ha6
its oto God whose levites aim to destroy the God of his ad-
versary. (21) M The representatives of the Prince of Peace,
—
priests, pastors, bishops
—
&o into the battle in their thous-
Christian-ands to carry out, musket in hand, the Divine commands: 'Thou
ity and
socialism ehalt not till', ;and 'Love one another'. Each bulletin of
victory, whether it be German, Austrian, or Russian, gives
thanks to the great captain, God."
We have seen the immediate effects of war, which Holland
so vividly describes. What are its effects on civilization?
In "Above the Battle" he protested the introduction into the
fray of Cossacks, Turks, Japs, Senegalese, Soudanese, Horrocans,
Egyptians, Sikhs, and Sepoys. He compares this situation to
that of the Roman Empire in the time of the Tetrarchs, who
appealed to the hordes of the ?/orld that they might devour each
other.
He asks if our civilization i6 so secure that there is no
fear of undermining its foundations. Where will this strife
of nationalistic and imjErialistic ambition end? (22) "Is there
no end to this bloody and puerile sport, in which the partners
chanpe about from century to century—no end, until the whole
of humanity is exhausted thereby?"
War has always been a destructive force, but modern war-
fare is annihilating, ^oday all the forces of a nation are
Alien
element s
intro-
duced.
?1) Above the Battle, p.
22) Idem, o. U-2
rL
Victory
at all
cost
Destruc-
tion of
life and
wealth
Destruc-
tion of
Art.
utilized in the feverish endeavor to crush the enemy. Science
has perfected engines of war of frightful destrtctiveness.
That these may be employed with the greatest efficiency, those
forces which have the greatest hold on the minds of the people,
the intellectuals and the clergy, become partners of the press
in fiendishly effective propaganda to carry on in the face of
death and desolation. Victory at any price under conditions
in which there can be no victors! (23) "Chaque nation veut
la fin des guerres par la victoire! Et de victoire en victoire
1 'human it e s • e'croule dans la defaite." The ostensible victory
of one party merely incites a spirit of revenge in the van-
quished. It is a vicious cycle.
In the process, not only is the life-blood of a people
sapped, but the material wealth as well: (2*0 "L'e'lite de la
jeunesse, la force, 1 1 intelligence, la seve vitale de la race
e'en allait par torrents et avec elle la richesse, le travail,
le credit du peuple de France."
Not thekeast depressing of war's effects is the destruction
of age old monuments. Criticized for apparently deploring with
greater grief the crimes against Louvain and Rheims than those
against men, he replied: (25) "It is because we put spirit
above flesh. A piece of architecture like Rheims is much more
than one life; it is a people—whose centuries vibrate like a
symphony in this organ of stone."
(23) Clerambault- p.lS£"Each nation wants the end of
wars- but by their victory. From victory to victory,
humanity collapses in defeat."
(2*4-) 01erambault-p.l87. "The elite of youth, the
strength, intelligence
,
and 1: ie race was
flowing away in torrents and with it the wealth, the
work, the credit of the people of France '•
(25) Above the Battle, (Pro Aris)
,
p.2h

Conclu-
sion
Imperialism, nationalism, greed, stupidity, must yield to
a broader and salutary concept—that of humanity and love.
Unless European imperialism finds some graceful means of with-
drawing from those portions of the world where they hold en-
slaved millions of peoples they will be forced into a war
whose effects will be disastrous: (26) "Naturally we made away
with a fourth of the planet only in order to bring it the
light of our civilization, our culture, our language. But our
lucky charges have the ill grace to prefer their own. The
foremost, Japan, has declared itself adult by force of arras.
China awake now, ^ill never go back to sleep. And conscious
of its power, Ghandi's India has just given the signal for the
great emancipation. The rest of Asia will not take long to
follow. Our Indo-Chinese empire has already manifested the
first awakening twitches. The same awakening thrill is cours-
ing through the large body of Islam. And I say to Europe:
Broaden, Europe, or die! Wed all the new forces of the earth!
we need a home, a country, more far-flung than Europe!"
(26). Broaden, Europe, or die-»The Nation", Apr. 22,
1931.
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Summary
Thus has Romain Holland devoted his life to his ideal of
humanity and love. Eager for life himself, he has tried to
make life easier and more wholesome for the rest of us. With
the admonition of Tolstoy that art should serve mankind and
especially the underprivileged, he early turned to the drama
as a suitable vehicle to carry out his aspirations. As an
antidote to the triangle play in vogue with its limited bour-
geois clientele and flabby bourgeois morality, he sought to
replace it by a more robust and wholesome drama, having its
inspiration in the people, and, in. turn, inspiring; the people.
He found in the French Revolution the conflict of forces suit-
able for drama. It furnished, moreover , themes which were nation-
al, in which the people might find inspiring heroes of their
own flesh and blood. His biographies, likewise, invited his
countrymen to a t>urer and less selfish existence. Patriotism
was still a virtue, with Rolland; yet it was of a kind that
wanted his country to be virtuous. Now, Rolland became more
critical o^ society. In 1903, he already was mocking the
hypocrisy of imperialistic conquest. In "Jean Christophe" , he
mocks and flays society for its moral flabbiness, its greed,
lust, and hypocrisy. This is the cause of the discord of the
world. There is too much superficiality and mediocrity. People
refuse to think, to face the truth. Eecause of this, people
have no control over their destinies. They grasp at straws and
are victims of every falsehood that greed or stupidity imposes

upon them. We live in a world of lies and illusions. The
result is not only a conflict between individuals, but between
groups. The largest and most destructive group is the nation.
The immoral and sometimes stupid ambitions of national leaders
find ready allies in the spineless herd-instinct of the masses.
In such soil are wars cultivated. The World War found its
nourishment in this situation of stupidity and falsehood.
Holland refused to be a party to it. He combated it by satir-
ical, intellectual, and emotional appeals to reason. Patriot-
ism was too narrow a concept for his ideal of brotherly love.
The vision of European brotherhood in "Jean Christophe" became
too restricted. Peace on earth will be attained only when
downtrodden peoples the world over are again free men, and the
concept of Panhumanity becomes a reality.
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